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ABSTRACT
Shared High-Speed Rail (HSR) networks are networks where two or more railway operators use
the same railway network infrastructure for train operations. The train operations in the shared
HSR network can be composed of different types of trains operating at different speeds with
varying stops at stations in a network. The interactions between different types of trains in the
shared HSR network depends on the characteristics of the network’s infrastructure and train
operations, and affect the capacity of the network.

When a rail operator who owns the

infrastructure allows other operators to access its infrastructure, the additional traffic will lead to
an increase in the cost of operations and maintenance of the infrastructure. In such cases, it is
common for the other operators to be required to pay a fee, generally referred to as “access
charge”. An access charge is a fee paid by a train operator to the owner of the infrastructure to
compensate for the increased expenditure and other impacts of additional traffic such as
additional delays due to congestion and incidents. The objective of this study is to develop a
framework for the analysis of train operations including the impact of incidents on the operations
and determining access charges for a shared HSR system using VISSIM traffic simulation
software.
As a case study, the study uses California High-Speed Rail (CHSR) which is an HSR
project under construction in California. Phase 1 of the project will run from San Francisco to Los
Angeles. XpressWest is an HSR system that plans to connect Las Vegas with Los Angeles through
Palmdale by utilizing the railway network of CHSR. This study analyses the train operations and
impact of incidents of the Palmdale - Los Angeles shared HSR corridor by developing a VISSIM
simulation model of the shared corridor. A framework to calculate access charges for the shared
CHSR corridor was developed in the study.
The analysis of train operations showed that the XpressWest can operate together with
the planned operations of the CHSR on the shared corridor without causing any significant
additional congestion. Access charge pricing for the operation and maintenance of the Palmdale
- Burbank corridor was calculated to be $14.61 per train-mile. The total access charge cost for
XpressWest to access the Palmdale - Los Angeles corridor was determined as $23,468,083 per
year.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
1.1.1 High-Speed Rail and its Brief History
High-Speed Rail (HSR) is considered the fastest commercial ground transportation and is part of
rail transport systems where the operational speeds of the trains exceed a certain speed limit.
The train speeds that constitute HSR are different for different countries and railway
organizations.

Japan was the first country to build and operate HSR since 1964., Its HSR

systems have operational speeds reaching up to 200 mph (Hornyak, n.d.). Significant decrease
in travel times and high travel demand between Japan’s interconnected cities contributed to the
success of its HSR system and paved the way for HSR systems in the rest of the world.
The second country to inaugurate and introduce Europe to the HSR system was Italy
in 1977 with operations speeds up to 155 mph by 1992 (Scordamaglia, 2015). France opened
Europe’s first dedicated HSR line in 1981 from Paris to Lyon with a maximum speed of 162 mph
and prompted crucial development in Europe’s HSR network (UIC, 2015). Germany and Spain
launched their HSR sections in the early 1900s with their newer lines reaching up to 186 mph.
Over time, comprehensive HSR networks were built in numerous European countries and as of
the end-2017, Europe has 5,634 miles of HSR lines where speeds reach up to 199 mph with many
cross-border international links. (ECA, 2018)
In China, passenger dedicated HSR lines started operating in 2008 with a maximum
speed of 217 mph and an average station-to-station speed of 149 mph (Ollivier et al., 2014).
China’s high population density, many well inter-spaced large cities, rapid urbanization, and
economic development led to the swift expansion of its HSR system. By the end of 2017, China
has opened 15,635 miles of HSR lines and is the largest and the most extensively used
passenger dedicated HSR network in the world (Lawrence et al., 2019).
In the United States, a fully HSR line is yet to be built. The United States Code 49 U.S.C.
§ 26105 (2018), defines HSR as a rail transportation service that is ”reasonably expected to reach
sustained speeds of more than 125 mph”. Under the definition, currently trains in two segments
in Northeast Corridor (NEC), Boston, MA – New York City, NY, segment and New York City, NY –
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Washington, DC, segment reach a top speed of 150 mph and 135 mph respectively, and can be
considered HSR service. In both segments, the top speeds are reached only in a small part of the
segment and the average speed in the two segments is less than 85 mph. However, in 2009, the
United States Congress during the Obama Administration proposed several new HSR corridors.
(Peterman et al., 2013)

Figure 1: Top 10 Countries with High-Speed Lines by Length in the World (Source: UIC, 2020)

Figure 1 depicts the length of HSR lines in-operation, under-construction, planned, and in
long-term planning for different countries. The data was obtained from a UIC, International Union
of Railways 2020 report (UIC, 2020). It can be observed that China has more than 50 percent
of the HSR lines in-operation compared with the HSR lines of the rest of the countries combined.
The second country with the highest length of HSR lines in-operation is Spain followed closely by
Japan. According to UIC, the USA has 457 miles of HSR lines in-operation which considers all
of the NEC segment from Boston, MA to Washington, DC while only a small part of the segment

2

being the HSR line. One project is under-construction which is the California High-Speed Rail and
many other projects are planned which includes the XpressWest.

1.1.2 Shared HSR Systems
A shared HSR system is one where two or more rail operators use the same railway infrastructure.
The sharing of infrastructure can be for full or partial segments of a network. There are several
shared HSR network systems in the world with most of them in Europe. Operators can decide to
share an HSR infrastructure due to several reasons. One of the reasons being when an operator
is unable to build a new HSR track because of either high capital cost or due to geographical
constraints, the operator can decide to share existing infrastructure owned by another operator.
Shared HSR systems provide few benefits along with operational issues to the operators.
Shared HSR systems can be composed of different types of trains belonging to various
operators that operate at different speeds with varying stops at stations. Based on the operating
speed of the trains in the system, the trains can be divided into higher speed and relatively lower
speed trains. A shared system’s capacity, the total number of trains the system can operate in a
unit time can depend on the composition of the number of higher-speed and lower-speed trains
operating in the unit time. The speed of the trains that can travel at higher speeds trailing a lower
speed train could be restricted to prevent the higher-speed train from catching up and colliding with
the lower-speed train. A higher percent of low-speed trains in the shared system can decrease the
system capacity (Yaghini et al., 2014). Usually, trains traveling with relatively higher speeds have
a higher priority at stops and can overtake low-speed trains. Allowing overtaking between trains
can decrease the overall passenger travel time in the system (Li et al., 2018). Depending on the
characteristics of the shared HSR system’s infrastructure such as the number of tracks, stations
and stops, and train operations, the interactions between the higher-speed train and lower-speed
trains differ and affect the capacity of the system accordingly (Abril et al., 2008). By understanding
these interactions in a shared HSR system, train operations that are efficient and best suit the
operators’ needs can be devised.

3

1.1.3 Access Charges
Several cost elements are involved in constructing, operating, and maintaining an HSR
infrastructure. The cost of operating and maintaining the infrastructure is directly proportional to
the amount of traffic operating on the infrastructure. Higher rail traffic produces higher wear and
tear on the infrastructure (Calvo et al., 2013). When an operator accesses another operator’s
infrastructure, additional rail traffic is added to the infrastructure’s existing rail traffic which
increases the cost of operations and maintenance of the infrastructure in several cost elements.
The compensation paid by an operator to the owner of the infrastructure for the increased
expenditure is referred to as ”access charge”.

1.1.4 Incidents
Incidents can be caused on an HSR infrastructure due to several factors. Some of the factors
include environmental factors such as abnormal weather, human factors such as disobeying
signals, track structure failure, track geometry defects, signal and communication systems failure,
and rolling stock brake equipment failure (Lam and Tai, 2020; Lin et al., 2020). An incident’s
duration can range from short to long based on the severity of the incident. Incidents cause delay
to a train and this delay can be propagated to other trains based on the duration of the incident,
the position of the incident between the stations, the distance between two stations, and
headways between trains (Feng et al., 2019, Ye and Zhang, 2020). Understanding the impact of
incidents on the network can aid in efficient train operations and dispatching methods during the
time of incidents (Huang et al., 2019).

1.1.5 California High-Speed Rail and XpressWest
The California High-Speed Rail (CHSR) project is under construction in the state of California that
will connect San Francisco in northern California to Los Angeles/Anaheim in southern California
with extensions to Sacramento and San Diego also being planned. California High-Speed Rail
Authority (CHSRA) owns and manages the CHSR project. The mission of the CHSR project is to
build an HSR system that is capable of operating speeds over 200 mph (CHSRA, 2020a). The
project will be completed in two phases, Phase 1 and Phase 2. The HSR operations in Phase 1
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will be launched in three stages (CHSRA, 2020b):
1. Central Valley early service (Merced to Bakersfield)
2. Silicon Valley to Central Valley (San Francisco to Bakersfield)
3. Phase 1 (San Francisco to Los Angeles/Anaheim)
After the completion of Phase 1, CHSR will have more than 500 miles in track length
with trains reaching a top speed of 220 mph and travel times between San Francisco and Los
Angeles/Anaheim totaling less than 3 hours. In Phase 2, HSR services will be expanded to
Sacramento in the north, and San Diego in the south, and by the end of Phase 2, the entire
CHSR network will have approximately 800 miles in track length (CHSRA, 2020b). Figure 2
shows the phased implementation of CHSR as presented in the CHSRA, 2018.
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Figure 2: Phased California High-Speed Rail System Implementation (Source: CHSRA, 2018)
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XpressWest was a privately owned HSR project that planned to connect Las Vegas,
Nevada with Victorville, California, and with possible extension to connect with the CHSR network
at Palmdale, California. It was previously known as DesertXpress and was initially proposed in
2005. The goal of DesertXpress was to alleviate traffic on Interstate 15 by providing an HSR
service as an alternative to highway and airway travel between Los Angeles, California, and Las
Vegas (FRA, 2020). Victorville was selected as the initial destination in California, instead of Los
Angeles, due to the high construction cost for the segment to Los Angeles through Cajon pass.
Later, DesertXpress was re-branded as XpressWest to reflect the expansion of plans to connect
various cities in the western United States with Las Vegas. The project initially planned to run
trains with operational speeds up to 150 mph. (Cox and Moore, 2012)
XpressWest planned to run its trains to Los Angeles from Palmdale utilizing CHSR tracks.
In the CHSR network section between Palmdale and Los Angeles, both XpressWest and CHSR
will be sharing the right of way (Steer Davies Gleave, 2017). This section of the CHSR network can
be referred to as a Shared/Blended High-Speed Rail system. XpressWest will have to pay CHSRA
a certain charge for utilizing its network and this charge is referred to as an Access Charge.
XpressWest was later acquired by Brightline and was renamed Brightline West
(Brightline, 2020; Brightline West, 2020). Brightline West proposes to connect Los Angeles with
Las Vegas through two route expansions (Brightline West, 2020). The first route will connect
Brightline West’s Victorville station with CHSRA’s station in Palmdale, California, and then to Los
Angeles Union Station. The second route will involve construction through Cajon pass and will
connect Los Angeles Union Station with Victorville station through the Metrolink station at
Rancho Cucamonga, California (Scauzillo, 2020).

Brightline West plans to run trains with

operational speeds up to 200 mph. (Brightline West, 2020). The route that connects Brightline
West’s trains from Victorville to Palmdale is similar to the original XpressWest’s proposed
expansion.
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Figure 3: Brightline West Plan and Alternatives for Las Vegas - Los Angeles High-Speed Rail.
(Source: Brightline West, 2020)

1.2 Research Objective
The main objective of this research is to develop a framework for the analysis of train operations
including the impact of incidents for a shared HSR system using VISSIM traffic simulation software.
Furthermore, the study develops a framework for the calculation of access charges for an HSR
shared corridor. For this study, the research analyzes the train operations for the Palmdale Los Angeles shared HSR corridor of the CHSR system where CHSR and XpressWest are being
planned to operate.

1.3 Research Scope and Limitations
The scope of the research is to use the VISSIM traffic simulation software to analyze the train
operations in a shared HSR system. The research develops a VISSIM simulation model of the
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Palmdale - Los Angeles shared HSR corridor of the CHSR system. The simulation model will be
developed to replicate the infrastructure of the shared CHSR corridor and to analyze the train
operations based on the planned operations of CHSR and XpressWest. Various parameters such
as HSR rolling stock characteristics including speed, acceleration, and deceleration profiles and
characteristics of the signaling system will be considered for modeling the simulation. Train
operations will be analyzed in terms of allowable minimum headway between the trains using the
simulation model and for peak and off-peak services. The simulation does not model grades of
the tracks and slowing of trains at the curves but considers the effect of grades and curves on the
trains’ travel time by adjusting the speed, acceleration, and deceleration profiles of the trains.
A framework to simulate incidents in the simulation model will be developed. A schedule
of incidents will be developed based on the incident data of an HSR system. Several simulations
will be run to analyze the impact of incidents on the shared HSR corridor. Train operations of the
shared corridor affected by an incident will be analyzed in terms of the different priorities for the
CHSR and XpressWest trains and considering for the overtaking of trains.
A framework to calculate access charges for the CHSR shared corridor will be developed.
Various cost elements involved in the operation and maintenance of the corridor that are affected
due to the addition of another rail operator will be analyzed. Access charge costs will be calculated
in terms of train operations costs, dispatch and control operations costs, Track and Systems, and
station operations and maintenance costs. Different cost drivers in each cost element of access
charge will be studied. Incident costs due to the incidents caused by the operator accessing the
HSR system will be calculated. The effect of train speed on the access charge cost elements,
Lifecycle costs, capital costs of the infrastructure, and passenger delay costs are not within the
scope of the research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Shared/Blended High-Speed Rail Networks
A simple definition of a shared HSR network can be given as the HSR network system where a
network’s infrastructure is shared by multiple operators. There are several shared HSR network
systems in the world. The practice of using shared HSR network systems is highly prevalent in
Europe. In Europe, there was no single dedicated HSR network as of 2018 (ECA, 2018). Several
operational models for HSR networks exist in Europe and they differ from country to country.
Rus, 2012 provides a comprehensive review of HSR networks around the world and describes
the different types of operational models for HSR networks that are in practice. The operational
models were primarily grouped into four different types based on the sharing practices:
1. Exclusive HSR networks
2. Mixed HSR networks
3. Mixed conventional HSR networks
4. Fully mixed HSR networks
Exclusive HSR networks are the HSR network systems where the high-speed trains are
operated on dedicated tracks. These tracks are designed specifically for running high-speed trains
with the capability of reaching high operational speeds. They are operated completely independent
of conventional rail systems. Exclusive HSR network operations are primarily practiced by the HSR
networks in Japan and China.
Mixed HSR networks are the HSR network systems where the high-speed trains are
operated either on a dedicated track or on upgraded sections of conventional rail lines. In this case,
conventional lines are upgraded to accommodate high-speed trains and their requirements. These
upgraded conventional lines are generally used by various operators. Upgraded conventional lines
are primarily used by high-speed trains when there is no possibility for constructing dedicated
high-speed tracks due to either high construction costs or due to physical constraints. Mixed HSR
networks are extensively practiced in countries in France, Italy, and Spain.
The maximum operating speed of a train depends on the characteristics of the rolling
stock and the tracks. While high-speed trains are the fastest, some conventional trains can operate
at higher speeds than other conventional trains. In this case, conventional trains that can run
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faster than the normal trains can do so by using HSR tracks. The HSR network systems where
conventional trains use HSR tracks along with HSR trains are referred to as Mixed conventional
HSR networks. Few HSR lines in Spain are Mixed conventional networks and offer intermediary
high-speed services.
In Fully mixed HSR networks, high-speed trains and conventional trains run
interchangeably on HSR tracks and conventional tracks. In this case, several operators will be
using both types of infrastructures. Germany, Austria, and two corridors in Italy use fully mixed
HSR networks. Figure 4 depicts the pictorial representation of different HSR network operational
models.

Figure 4: High-Speed Rail Network Models (Rus, 2012)

In the four types of HSR network practices discussed, the three types of mixed HSR
network can be considered as shared use HSR networks. In shared use HSR networks, depending
on the type, high-speed trains can reach their maximum speeds in only a few corridors. Therefore
defining HSR networks solely based on the maximum speed attainable is insufficient. To avoid
this the Union Internationale Chemins de Fer (UIC), the worldwide railway organization and the
European Union (EU) provide multiple definitions of what can be considered an HSR network.
Nash, 2003 describes types of shared HSR networks based on the extent of shared use
HSR operations:
1. Total shared use HSR networks
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2. Partial shared use HSR networks
Total shared use HSR networks are where the HSR systems share a track with conventional trains
over the entire network. While partial shared use HSR systems are the HSR systems that share
the track with conventional trains over a few sections of the network and operating mainly on the
dedicated corridor. This grouping of shared HSR networks would be more relevant to the HSR
network systems in the United States where the HSR systems have just begun to start.
Each type of shared HSR network has its benefits and issues. While exclusive HSR
networks have the benefits of higher operational speeds, not all corridors require faster travel
times(ECA, 2018). The report (Steer Davies Gleave, 2004) performed an analysis of the market
competitiveness of HSR with other modes of transportation. On comparing the door to door
journey time between HSR, conventional rail, and airway, the report analyzed that the HSR is the
fastest mode of transportation for journeys between 100 - 500 miles and for the journeys between
230 - 500 miles HSR provides the most advantage compared to others. For journeys less than
100 miles conventional provides more comfort to passengers and for journeys greater than 500
miles airways provide faster door-to-door travel times. Figure 5 provides a graphical visualization
of comparisons between HSR, conventional rail, and airways.

Figure 5: Comparison of Door-to-Door Journey Times between High-Speed Rail and Other
Transport Modes (Steer Davies Gleave, 2004)
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For the corridors that span less than 100 miles, HSR may be unnecessary and/or
uneconomical. If the corridor is between two metropolitan cities then most of the corridor could
be in the city and high travel speeds of HSR could produce noise pollution and disturbance to the
cities’ population. For HSR to travel at high speeds they require a dedicated line which involves
high construction costs in the cities and if the cities’ rules require low noise operations, noise
barrier construction needs to be done and this would increase the construction costs even more
(Scordamaglia, 2015). In some cases, there could no physical space available in the city for a
dedicated HSR track construction. In this case, the mixed HSR network model provides more
benefits by HSR trains sharing conventional tracks and running at low speeds. For new HSR
networks, such as the California HSR network, a mixed HSR network would be beneficial to
assess the demand and market before building a dedicated corridor. Mixed conventional rail
would also help in attracting more demand when the dedicated line is constructed later (Nash,
2003).
Revenue of running an HSR corridor depends on the market and the volume of the
passengers it serves (Rus, 2012). For the corridors with the journey distance ranging from 100 230 miles, although HSR rail provides fewer travel times, depending on the corridor market, the
cost of operating trains at high speeds could be more than the revenue. Instead by providing the
intermediate high-speed services for these corridors, the operation costs of HSR could be
mitigated. By allowing conventional trains that could travel at intermediate high-speeds at these
corridors and HSR trains focusing on the corridors with high markets, the cost of operating HSR
trains is decreased by improving travel times for the corridor that has high markets and by
decreasing the energy and maintenance costs caused HSR trains braking and accelerating. In
this case, a mixed conventional HSR network model is deemed to be beneficial.
In the countries like Germany and Austria where rail passenger service has a significantly
higher demand, a fully mixed HSR network provides more benefits by providing higher capacity
and flexibility by both HSR and conventional rails using the upgraded existing conventional lines
and new lines to serve passengers. The main downside of this model is the significant increase in
the maintenance cost of the tracks that are affected by both higher dynamic loads and static loads
(Rus, 2012).
The problems of shared HSR networks were detailed in the work of Nash, 2003. By
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running two types of services with significantly different operational speeds the complexity of the
signaling system increases. This brings a safety issue and may cause an increase in accidents
and accident severity because of high speeds. Because of low-speed trains that take higher travel
times between two locations, the capacity of the system is decreased, and a possible increase in
congestion. The operators need to weigh the benefits and issues while planning a shared HSR
network.

2.2 Access Charges
The operators in a shared HSR network can be grouped into two types, the operator that owns
and operates on the infrastructure referred to as the Infrastructure Manager (IM) and the
operators that utilize the infrastructure manager’s property to run their HSR trains. Figure 6
shows the different cost elements that an IM of an HSR network is normally faced with. The cost
of operating and maintaining the infrastructure is directly proportional to the amount of traffic
operating on the infrastructure. When an HSR operator accesses an infrastructure owned and/or
operated by another IM, the additional rail traffic that is added to the existing traffic increases the
cost of operations and maintenance of the infrastructure in several of the cost elements. The
compensation paid by the operator to the IM for the increased expenditure is referred to as the
access charge.
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Figure 6: Cost Elements of Operating a Railway Infrastructure (Gattuso and Restuccia, 2014)

The practice of access charge in HSR networks is widespread in Europe where there
are several shared HSR networks. With several shared HSR networks in different countries, each
country has its own access charge system. Several EU directives provide the underlying principles
on which the access charge system should be developed by each EU country (Prodan, 2011;
IRG-Rail, 2018). An EU directive states that the access charge system should be based on the
costs that are directly associated with the operating of train service. The directive also states
that the access charge pricing system should be transparent and non-discriminatory against new
operators. These directives and several others offer a wide scope for countries to develop their
own access charging systems based on their operations and requirements.
Many works of literature present and discusses the access charge pricing philosophies
of various EU countries. The access charge pricing systems are developed based on two major
pricing principles (Prodan, 2011), namely, marginal cost pricing and full cost pricing:
1. Marginal cost (MC) pricing
In this pricing system, the operators are charged for the additional cost incurred to the IM
for running an additional train on the IM’s infrastructure.
(Rothengatter, 2003):
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The marginal costs include

(a) Operating costs
(b) Infrastructure wear and tear costs
(c) Congestion and scarcity costs
(d) Accident costs
This pricing system does not consider the investment costs of the infrastructure. In the EU
countries where governments play a prominent role in managing the transportation system
infrastructure, investment costs are generally funded by the country’s government. The
complexity of the marginal costs and the dependence of the IM on government funds are
the major issues with this pricing system.
In some cases, to relieve the IM’s reliance on the government funds markup costs are
considered. Markup costs are designed in such a way to recover a significant part of the
financial cost/investment cost of an IM. Marginal costs coupled with markup costs are
referred to as Marginal Costs Plus (MC+) pricing. When executed properly, the MC+ pricing
system offers a balance between better efficient use of infrastructure and use of
government budget (ECMT, 2005).The markup costs considered between countries vary.
Two major markup costs considered are:
(a) Performance costs
(b) Reservation or cancellation costs
An issue with the MC+ pricing system is that some charges that are directly related to the
cost of operating a train but may seem not related may not be considered which can lead to
under-charging of operators and increased burden on an IM.
2. Full cost (FC) pricing
In an FC pricing system, the full financial cost involved in operating a train on the IM’s
infrastructure is recovered from the operator in terms of marginal costs, investment costs,
and capital recovery costs. The prices in the FC pricing system are significantly higher than
the MC and MC+ pricing system. The primary benefit of the FC pricing system is that the
full financial cost recovery is ensured.

The high cost of the FC pricing system may

discourage some operators from utilizing an IM’s infrastructure and may lead to
under-utilization of the infrastructure
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Given the pricing system, the cost elements considered and the pricing structure varies
widely between different countries, and the following charging units are generally considered:
1. Path-km: Distance between the origin and destination in kilometers.
2. Train-km: Total distance, in kilometers, traveled by trains between origin and destination.
This is normally the product of the number of trains and the total distance, in kilometers,
each train travels.
3. Gross-tonne-km: This is the product of the total number of trains operated, the average
weight per train, and the distance traveled by each train.
4. Seats-train-km: This is the product of the total number of trains operated, the average
number of seats per train, and the distance traveled by each train.
Three studies, provide a detailed analysis of access charging systems of many EU
countries. For all of the access charge pricing systems analyzed, a total of 46 different variable
price components were identified in Macário et al., 2007, and 48 components were identified in
Teixeira and Prodan, 2014. These price components were charged based on various types and
characteristics of:
1. Infrastructure
2. Allocation path and time
3. Market
4. Rolling stock
5. Services offered
6. Traction
The access charge prices varied significantly for different countries. Macário et al., 2007
and Teixeira and Prodan, 2014 compared the access charge prices of various countries and a high
variance between them was found. Prices were high for new HSR lines compared to upgraded
conventional lines. No correlation was found between the price level and length of an HSR line
and a strong positive correlation was found between the price level and the amount of traffic on an
HSR line (Teixeira and Prodan, 2014. Teixeira and Prodan, 2014 analyzed the HSR IM’s revenue
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with their respective access charge prices and found that the IM’s recover their maintenance costs
and little to a significant part of their investment costs.
Since higher speeds cause higher wear and tear on tracks which leads to higher
maintenance costs (ECMT, 2005), a positive relationship is expected between operational speed
and access charges. However, studies have found the relationship between them access charge
pricing and the operational speed was found to be complex. For example, the analysis done in
Macário et al., 2007 showed there was no direct relationship but that in general there was an
increasing trend of charges with an increase in the operational speed. A similar analysis in
Teixeira and Prodan, 2014 also concluded that the operational speed and price levels had a low
positive correlation relationship. Sánchez-Borràs and López-Pita, 2011 analyzed the relationship
between operational speed and price levels in Germany, France, Spain, and Belgium, and also
similar results to Macário et al., 2007 and Macário et al., 2007 were obtained. Therefore, it can be
concluded that access charge price levels do increase with the operational speed of an HSR line.
The literature review so far has presented an overview analysis of access charge prices
and price systems in EU countries. To obtain a deeper understanding of access charge price
systems, this study conducted a detailed review of access charges for 4 countries namely Spain,
France, Germany, and Italy. These 4 countries were considered because of their high experience
and extensive HSR networks.

As per an EU directive, countries should provide ’Network

statements’ that contain all the information regarding access conditions and prices required for
an operator to access an IM’s infrastructure. Network statements from the 4 countries mentioned
were obtained and reviewed.
Germany
German access charge pricing comprises a minimum access charge package which
includes Direct Cost of Train Operations (DCTO) and full cost markup, and additional cost or
discount elements (DB Netz AG, 2018a). The basic structure of the German access charge
system can be given as:
Access Charge Pricing = DCTO + Full cost markup +/- additional elements
The services included in the minimum access charge are:
1. Capacity allocation and the right to use the allocated capacity
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2. Use of rail infrastructure including tracks, signaling and communication systems, and
overhead catenary system
3. Information required for the train operations.
Full cost markup is charged to recover the full financial cost of the IM for operating a train. Full
cost markup is based upon the market segmentation. The minimum access charge is charged per
train-km. The charge for operating a train of an operator can be given as:
Train Access Charge = Minimum Access Charge x train-km
The development of the minimum access charge package involved three stages:
1. Market segmentation
The access charge prices are based on market segments and vary for each market segment.
The market segments are formed based on:
(a) Type of train service (HSR vs Conventional vs Freight)
(b) The volume of passengers traveled between stations
(c) Train allocation time (Peak vs Non-Peak and Day vs Night and Weekday vs Weekend)
(d) Average Speed of the Train between two Stations
Based on the above criterion various market segments are formed. The market segment
with higher traffic and speed with more trains traveled during peak are charged higher.
2. DCTO
The charges included in the DCTO are the costs that are directly associated with the
operation of a train. The different charges included are:
(a) Timetable Costs: The timetable costs are charged for the increased amount of time
the staff spends on devising the train paths. This involves staff and staff related charges
(b) Operation Costs: The operation costs are charged for the increased level of staff
required to operate signal boxes, level crossing safety, and management of control
centers.
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(c) Track Maintenance Costs: The track maintenance costs are charged for the increased
level of staff and the amount of time the staff spends on the maintenance of track, signal
and communication system structures. The track maintenance cost is calculated based
on an equation that considers various maintenance elements and their weights of their
drivers such as the number of trains, train weight, and train speed.
(d) Track Depreciation Cost:

Track depreciation cost is calculated based on the

regression analysis with parameters as track depreciation and train-km from historic
data.
3. Full cost markup
The full cost markup is calculated based on the market segments’ turnover, market share,
operation costs, and the train service considered. Full cost markup is designed in such a
way that it recovers the investment and capital recovery cost of the market segment.
Along with the minimum access charge package, additional costs or discounts are added
depending on the individual situation. The additional costs or discounts involved in the German
access charge pricing are:
1. New sector discount: Discount given on the newly built sectors to promote the use of the
sector by operators. Discounted as a fixed percentage of train access charge
2. Scarcity charge: Additional cost charged for not using allocated capacity. This charge is to
promote the efficient use of the infrastructure. Charged based on Timetable costs, train-km,
and duration of scarcity.
3. Charge for movements outside operating hours: This charge is levied on operators that
request for train movements outside operating hours. Charged fixed amount per additional
time requested.
4. Performance cost/discount: Charged if the cause of an incident is an operator and
discounted if the cause of an incident is the IM. Charged/discounted per delay-minutes
caused.
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Figure 7: German Access Charge Pricing for all Trains Traveling Above 100 mph (DB Netz AG,
2018b)

Figure 7 shows German access charge prices for the HSR market segment and all trains
traveling above 100 mph.
France
In the French HSR network along with IM and operators, the French government referred
to as the State is also considered as primary stakeholder (SNCF Réseau, 2019a). The market
organization is done based on whether the State is involved or not. The rail operators where the
State is involved are referred to as under contract operators. The international trains and freight
trains where State is not involved are referred to as not covered by contract operators. The access
charge system in France is developed based on the principles:
1. Update existing strategies for the market organization to ensure good economic standing of
all stakeholders involved.
2. Enable IM to recover DCTO as marginal costs
3. Recover full or partial capital costs of IM
4. Promote efficient use of network
The French access charge system comprises various components that adhere to the
above principles. The various charge components are:
1. Running charge
Running Charge is the total marginal costs for the train operations, maintenance, and
renewal of the tracks, track structures, signal, and communication systems. The marginal
cost estimation is done based on the econometric analysis of historic data. The process for
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econometric analysis is detailed in (Silavong et al., 2014). Charging unit for train operations
and maintenance of signal and communication systems is per train-km and for maintenance
and renewal of all other activities is per Gross-tonne-km.
2. Electric traction charge
Electric traction charge is the total marginal costs for the maintenance and renewal of the
electrical facilities. Electrical facilities include catenaries and the European Association of
Labour Economists (EALE). This charge is priced per train-km
3. Market charge
The market charge is the markup cost to recover the fixed cost of the network depending on
the allocated market segment. The segmentation of the market is based on:
(a) Rail infrastructure performance in terms of speed, electrical systems, etc.
(b) Characteristics of services and facilities provided
(c) Amount of traffic on the path allocated
(d) Characteristics and specifics of rolling stock
The markup level is dependent on the market segment and is charged as the product of
segment price and the length of the path allocated
4. Access charge
An access charge is a fixed charge that is levied to recover the fixed cost of the infrastructure
and is charged only for the operators under contract. This charge is paid by the State. The
access charge is the difference between the total cost incurred to the IM and the sum of all
the marginal costs discusses above. This charge is paid as a fixed price per year and is
dependent on the number of trains running under contract.
5. Congestion charge
The congestion charge is charged to promote efficient use of the network and to reconsider
the needs of an operator. This charge is not well defined in the network statement and was
not implemented in 2020 but discussions are in place for future implementation.
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In addition to these charges, charges for individual operators are levied based on the
service facilities they use of the French HSR IM. Figure 8 shows French access charge prices for
the HSR market segment and for trains that are not under contract.

Figure 8: French access charge prices for HSR market segment (SNCF Réseau, 2019b)

Spain
Spain has the second-largest HSR network and it uses an extensive range of factors to
divide its market segments. The access charge costs are dependent and vary between different
market segments. Market segments are made based on railway line characteristics such as the
maximum operational speed allowed on the line and the amount of traffic on the line, and train
service characteristics such as long or short distance passenger services and freight services.
The access charge pricing system in Spain can be divided into two main categories
(ADIF, 2020):
1. DCTO
The different cost drivers of DCTO considered by Spain are:
(a) Capacity Allocation Cost
These costs include allocating capacity, control and management of traffic, operation,
and maintenance of traffic safety and its facilities. The capacity allocation cost can be
increased or decreased based on the excess or lack of use of allocated capacity. This
charge is priced per train-km.
(b) Track Usage Cost
These costs include the cost of maintenance and rehabilitation of all track infrastructure.
This charge is priced per train-km. For market segments that have high traffic density,
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an extra charge is levied which is priced per 100 seat-km offered by the train.
(c) Traction Cost
These costs include maintenance and rehabilitation costs of all electrification facilities
related to the railway infrastructure. This charge is priced per train-km
2. Charges for the use of the service facilities
Charges for using various service facilities such as stations and maintenance facilities are
included in the costs.

Figure 9: Spain Access Charge Pricing for HSR market segment (ADIF, 2020)

Figure 9 shows Spain’s access charge prices for the HSR market segment.
Italy
The access charge pricing system in Italy is based on three principles (RFI, 2020):
1. To recover DCTO
2. FC pricing to recover more than 98 percent of DCTO costs
3. Use of efficient methods to compute capital costs.
The basic structure of the Italian access charge system can be given as the sum of two
main cost components:
Access Charge Pricing = A + B
The cost components included in the minimum access charge are:
1. Cost Component A
Cost component A is related to maintenance cost due to wear and tear caused by the use of
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rail infrastructure. This component is priced per train-km. The cost component A is further
divided into three sub-components.
A = A1 + A2 +A3
(a) Sub-component A1
This cost sub-component includes for wear and tear of track caused due to the weight
class of the train. This sub-component is charged differently for different weight classes
of the trains.
(b) Sub-component A2
This cost sub-component includes for wear and tear of track caused due to the operation
speed of the train. This sub-component is priced based on the operating speed of the
trains. The average speed of the train is calculated by dividing the total distance traveled
by travel time minus the dwell time at stops.
(c) Sub-component A3
This cost sub-component includes for wear and tear of the over-head catenary line and
charged based on the class of the overhead catenary line and if a train is electric or
diesel.
2. Cost Component B
This cost component is dependent on the market segment the train is operated. The market
segments are classified based on the operation speed of the train, the distances traveled by
trains, and the types of service such as passenger and freight.
In addition to these charges, charges for the use of the service facilities are levied based
on the types of passenger stations and the time of operation of the service. Figure 10 shows
French access charge prices for the HSR market segment and for trains that are not under
contract.
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Figure 10: Italian access charge prices for the HSR market segment and all train traveling above
93 mph (RFI, 2020)

In the four European access charge systems considered, the incident cost was
considered as an additional cost and was not part of the minimum access package. The incident
cost was charged based on the amount of delay caused to the IM by the operators. Similarly, in
this study incident cost will be considered as an additional cost to the access charge cost and will
be calculated based on the amount of delay due to incidents caused by XpressWest to CHSR
trains in a year.

2.3 California High-Speed Rail Blended System
CHSR Due Diligence reports offer critic of the CHSRA’s Business Plans. The latest updated
due diligence report (Vranich et al., 2013) was published in 2013 and critics the CHSRA 2012
Business Plan which proposed blended system operations. Vranich et al., 2013 discussed the
planned blended system operations of CHSRA in terms of capital costs and travel times. The full
capital costs of the part blended system would be significantly less than the full dedicated HSR
plan. Under the blended system as the CHSR will be sharing tracks with conventional rail and
freight trains, CHSR will have to travel at reduced speeds. These reduced speeds would increase
travel times by more than 2 times the intended travel time from San Francisco to Los Angeles
S. J. Levy, 2015 discusses the capacity challenges involved in blended system corridors
of CHSR and their impact on the operators involved. In a blended system, CHSR should share
tracks with conventional and freight rail operators, and many institutional and operational
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challenges arise.

The institution challenges involved would be the competition that arises

between the passenger services, priority rules for the trains, and the necessary cooperation
required to overcome the issues. The operating challenges that arise can be operating trains with
various speeds and implementing a signaling system for different operators involved.
Similarly, S. Levy et al., 2016 discuss the challenges and implementation of blended
corridors for CHSR. Challenges for each operator involved in the blended system corridor were
analyzed. S. Levy et al., 2016 suggests that for a network that is economically profitable for all
operators involved, all operators should aim for the best system-wide performance while relaxing
individual goals where necessary.

Where the operators’ minimum goals cannot be met

infrastructure improvements such as adding more tracks can be co-funded by all operators. A
high level of cooperation and agreement should be involved between operators to implement a
blended corridor system.
Sapkota, 2018 discusses and performs access charge calculation for XpressWest
accessing the CHSR network. Theoretical capacity allocation for the CHSR and XpressWest
from San Francisco to Los Angeles was performed considering baseline capacity and full
capacity.

Based on the capacity allocation models, congestion delays for the models were

calculated and the operations were modified to minimize the delay of the network. Utilizing the
modified allocation models’ service plan various cost elements of access charges were
calculated.

The cost of installing side tracks for different allocation model scenarios was

calculated. Finally, the access charge was presented in terms of cost per year.
The key differences between Sapkota, 2018, and this study are the consideration of the
shared CHSR network segments, the allocation methodology of XpressWest in the CHSR
network, and the analysis of HSR operations. The initially planned operations of XpressWest
included operating trains from Palmdale to San Francisco along with the Palmdale to Los Angeles
segment. Later, the planned operations from Palmdale to San Francisco were excluded from
XpressWest. Sapkota, 2018 considers the XpressWest operations from San Francisco to Los
Angeles.

This study considers the XpressWest operations from Palmdale to Los Angeles.

Sapkota, 2018 uses theoretical capacity allocation for the CHSR and XpressWest trains and
considers the various frequency of XpressWest trains. This study develops a fixed timetable for
the simulation model based on the planned operations of CHSR and XpressWest. Sapkota, 2018
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performs theoretical analysis of the HSR operations while this study uses VISSIM simulation to
analyze the HSR operations and also evaluate the impact of potential incidents.

2.5 Simulation Software for HSR Operations
The use of simulation software to analyze the HSR operations is fairly common in the literature.
To develop the estimated annual traffic of CHSR trains, Train Performance Calculator (TPC),
simulation software developed specifically to simulate train performances was used (CHSRA,
SPM). TPC is part of Berkeley Simulation’s Rail Traffic Controller (RTC) software package. RTC
is used to simulate the dispatching pattern of trains. TPC is embedded in RTC and provides
simulation results of various operational analysis in graphical plots.

Inputs for TPC include

characteristics and types of rolling stock, rolling stock equipment, terrain grades, and track
characteristics (CHSRA, 2020c).
To perform capacity analysis in blended system operations, Caltrain used TrainOps®
which is a proprietary simulation software by LTK which provides analysis on train operations,
traction power, train control, and rail traffic modeling.

TrainOps® accounts for all railway

elements’ characteristics and types, provides complex modeling techniques and results in
customizable graphic plots (LTK, 2012)
VISSIM is a microscopic traffic simulation software. It can be used to analyze network
performance and various transportation models. VISSIM can analyze traffic operations composed
of different types of vehicles from cars to trains consider for lane configuration, traffic composition,
traffic signals, transit stops, etc. Applications of VISSIM include Traffic Impact Assessment and
Traffic Management.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Overview of Research Methodology
This chapter discusses the steps involved in the approach to developing the study. The study
consists of seven primary steps. For the CHSR network section, Palmdale to Los Angeles:
1. Collect the necessary data to develop a simulation model
2. Develop and calibrate the network model in VISSIM
3. Process the simulation data to acquire the necessary information.
4. Devise a framework of scenarios and perform simulations
5. Perform analysis on train operations and the impact of incidents on the network.
6. Develop an access charge framework for the CHSR network.
7. Calculate the access charge and incident cost that XpressWest must pay for CHSRA.

3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Data Collection
Data necessary to create a network model in VISSIM and intended operational parameters were
obtained directly from the operators and through various sources available from the operator’s
official websites. Any data that was not available was assumed. Assumptions were made from
our best reasoning based on the literature review. All data sources and assumptions made are
detailed in further sections.
3.2.1.1 Network Characteristics
California High-Speed Rail Authority has provided AutoCAD plans of the entire CHSR
network for Phase 1. The plans consist of detailed track geometry, the number of stations, their
relative positions on the track, and the length of the platforms at stations for the whole CHSR
network.
Using the provided AutoCAD plans, the rail network model in VISSIM was developed.
The CHSR network consists of two tracks. One track is for the north-bound service and the other
for the south-bound service. Each track is 1.4 ft wide. For the simulation purpose, only southbound service is modeled. The simulation does not model the grades of the tracks. However,
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train speeds and acceleration are adjusted such that the travel time of the trains between stations
reflect the effect of grades on train travel time.
The Palmdale – Los Angeles network section consists of three stations at which CHSR
trains stop. The 3 stations are Palmdale, Burbank, and Los Angeles. The distance between
Palmdale and Burbank stations is 44 miles distance between Burbank and Los Angeles stations
is 13 miles.
As required by the California law Public Utilities Code 185033, CHSRA publishes its
Business Plan document every two years since 2008. The technical reports that are used to
develop the Business Plan document include:
1. 50-Year Lifecycle Capital Cost Model Documentation
2. Capital Cost Basis of Estimate Report
3. High, Medium, and Low Cash Flow Analysis
4. Operations and Maintenance Cost Model Documentation
5. Ridership and Revenue Forecasting
6. Service Planning Methodology
7. Ridership and Revenue Risk Analysis
8. Ridership and Revenue Model
The latest published Business Plan is the 2018 Business Plan (CHSRA, 2018). 2020
Business Plan (CHSRA, 2020a)is a draft report which is yet to be published. The study makes
extensive use of these technical reports to support the research.
Service Planning Methodology reports include a base service plan that is designed to
accommodate the ridership forecasts.

The service plan is developed based on CHSRA’s

assumptions on operations. A baseline timetable that was used in the 2016 CHSR Service
Planning Methodology report (CHSRA, 2016) was obtained for the study.

This timetable

consisted of the arrival and departures of CHSR trains at the stations during their revenue
service period. The revenue service period is 18 hours a day with 6 hours of the peak period and
12 hours of the off-peak period. More trains are run during peak period to meet the demand.
The service plan reports also included assumptions for the operational speeds between
stations, train fleet specifications, dwell times of trains at stations, and signaling system. From
CHSR Service Planning Methodology 2020 draft report (CHSRA, 2020c), the maximum operating
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speed for Palmdale - Burbank section is 220 mph. While the maximum operating speed for the
Burbank - LA section is 125 mph as it is a blended corridor where CHSR shares tracks with
Metrolink and other rail operators. At intermediate stations, the minimum dwell time of 2 minutes
was assumed. A minimum signaling headway of 165 seconds at 220 MPH was assumed to be
provided by the signal system.
The CHSRA will implement an Automatic Train Control (ATC) system which provides
automatic train protection, operation, and supervision. As part of the ATC system, CHSRA will
enforce a moving block signaling system and Positive Train Control. ATC system includes the
ability to automatically supervise and operate train movements such as throttle and braking
commands according to the signaling system (CHSRA, 2010, Authority, 2020).
The train operations for the XpressWest in the Palmdale - Los Angeles shared corridor
were assumed. The XpressWest trains were assumed to stop at Palmdale to allow passengers
from Las Vegas or Victorville to travel to northern California. XpressWest trains travel from
Palmdale to Los Angeles with no intermediate stop at Burbank.

No stop was assumed at

Burbank to not affect the ridership of the CHSR. The maximum operational speed for Palmdale to
Burbank HSR section is 220 mph and the XpressWest trains reach a maximum operational
speed of 180 mph (Akers, 2020). From Burbank - Los Angeles, XpressWest trains will share the
tracks with CHSR, Metrolink, and other operators, and can travel at maximum operational speed
for the section which is 125 mph.
3.2.1.2 Rolling Stock Specifications
Rolling stock specifications required for the simulation model were obtained from the
CHSRA Business Plan technical reports. The CHSRA, 2020c report assumed the length of a
train-set to be ”approximately 660 feet” with the capacity to carry 450 passengers. This study
assumes similar train-set characteristics for XpressWest trains. The maximum attainable speed
for CHSR trains is 220 mph while for XpressWest trains is 180 mph.
There was no source from the operators for acceleration and deceleration profiles for
the trains. A base acceleration and deceleration profile principles for the high-speed trains were
assumed based on the discussion from existing literature and to maintain smooth train operation.
The principles for developing the profiles were:
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1. Acceleration profile: Based on the acceleration profile discussed in Janić, 2016, the trains
were assumed to start from rest with a lower acceleration value. The acceleration increases
linearly to its maximum over time and stays constant at the maximum value until it reaches
approximately 90 percent of its maximum speed. The acceleration decreases linearly to 0 as
it reaches the maximum speed. The maximum acceleration value for the CHSR trains was
assumed to be 2 ft/s2 and for XpressWest trains was assumed to be 1.6 ft/s2
2. Deceleration profile: In Connor, 2014 a series of deceleration rates that vary over different
speed ranges was discussed.
assumed.

Similarly, deceleration rates that vary with speed were

The deceleration of the train from the maximum speed is minimum.

The

deceleration increases at a slower rate until approximately 80 percent of the maximum
speed and increases at a higher rate to its maximum value until 60 percent of the maximum
speed. The deceleration is constant till the train reaches to rest. The maximum deceleration
value for both types of trains was assumed to be 2.6 ft/s2 .
As the simulation does not model grades of the tracks, acceleration and deceleration profiles that
depend on the grades were not considered. To reflect the assumed travel times between stations
by the operators, the acceleration and deceleration profiles were developed based on the above
principles
3.2.1.3 Incident Data
For the simulation of incidents, the first thing that was required was typical incident data
for HSR service, which included incident frequency and duration characteristics. For this study,
one year’s worth of incident data was obtained from the Shanghai railway administration for its
Shanghai-Jiangshan HSR line (Ye and Zhang, 2020). Timetable operations for a day for the HSR
line were also obtained to calculate the amount of traffic on the line. This data was analyzed and
was used to develop a schedule of incident scenarios that are most likely to occur on the Palmdale
– Los Angeles section based on the network characteristics.

3.2.2 Development and Calibration of VISSIM Simulation Model
VISSIM provides the Graphic User Interface (GUI) for creating the simulation model. VISSIM’s
GUI where the network model is created is called the ”Network Editor”. ”Network Objects” are
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various objects which serve a specific purpose and are used to define the rules of the network.
All network objects were modeled based on the data collected on the network characteristics and
rolling stock specifications. The characteristics of the network objects and their modeling was
discussed in detail in section 4.1.
To develop complex signal programs, VISSIM provides an add-on software called
VisVAP. VisVAP provides GUI for Vehicle Actuated Programming (VAP) allowing users to create
signal control logic in form of flow charts offering various signal group commands. This study
used VisVAP to create signal controller programs for signal groups that control the behavior and
priorities of trains at stations, train capacity at stations, and train behavior in case of an incident.
VISSIM does not have the inbuilt feature to create an incident during the simulation.
This was achieved by using VISSIM Component Object Module (COM) interface. For this study,
an incident is created by creating an unscheduled stop for a train in the middle of a block at a
preset location, start time, and duration. COM interface provides the ability to describe VISSIM’s
binary components through a programming language. VSSIM’s internal data and functions can be
accessed through COM. COM runs VISSIM as an automation server and, simulation parameters
and inputs can be provided during the simulation. The study selected Python as the preferred
programming language. Various programming codes were developed in Python to perform multiple
tasks in VISSIM.
After the simulation model was developed it was calibrated in such a way that the
simulation travel times of the CHSR trains between Palmdale to Burbank and Burbank to Los
Angeles matches the travel times of the respective sections in the 2016 CHSR baseline timetable
and to fulfill the signaling system requirement specified in the 2020 service plan.

3.2.3 Processing the Simulation Data
During a simulation, VISSIM generates data and writes them in a new text file after the simulation
is completed. This data referred to here as “raw data”, contains information of all the vehicles in
the simulation generated at every simulation time step. Each row in the raw data specifies the
time step and the vehicle’s location, speed, and acceleration. To understand the behavior and the
operations of the vehicles in the simulation, the raw data needs to be processed into an organized
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and more comprehensible format. This study uses Python and Microsoft Excel to perform data
analysis on the raw data generated by VISSIM.

3.2.4 Development of Network Timetable and Framework for Simulation Scenarios
This study simulates 1 hour of peak period service and 1-hour off-peak period service. For the
development of both service hour timetables for the VISSIM simulation model, arrival times for
the south-bound CHSR trains for peak and off-peak services at Burbank station in the 2016
baseline table (CHSRA, 2016) were analyzed. In the baseline timetable, few trains that were
departed before Palmdale do not stop at the Palmdale station. All trains in the network that travel
through Palmdale and Los Angeles stop at Burbank. At Burbank station, the dwell time for trains
varies between 2 minutes and 3 minutes affecting the departure times. As the travel time from
Palmdale station to Burbank station is constant, the headways between train arrivals at Burbank
can be considered as the headways between train departures from Palmdale. Therefore, arrival
times for the south-bound CHSR trains at Burbank station were chosen as they best represent
the headways between CHSR trains for the Palmdale to Los Angeles network section.
Using Excel, headways between arriving trains at Burbank station were calculated. The
2016 baseline timetable has the information for which trains run during only peak period. Using this
information headways were grouped into peak hour service headways and off-peak hour service
headways. Based on the number of trains in the peak hour and off-peak hour, the average number
of trains per hour for the respective service was calculated. This data is then loaded into Python
for statistical analysis and to produce random headways for the 1-hour timetable for peak and
off-peak services that represent the original headway distribution.
Incident data obtained from the Shanghai railway administration for its HSR line,
Shanghai - Jiangshan was used to determine the frequency and duration of incidents on an HSR
network. The length of the Shanghai - Jiangshan HSR line is 265 miles with 15 stations and 14
sections over the length of the line. From November 1, 2016, to October 31, 2017, 54 incidents
that caused delays to trains occurred between stations and 84 occurred at the stations. This
study evaluated the impact of the incidents that occurred between stations. The incident duration
data obtained for the Shanghai - Jianshan HSR line was analyzed using Python. Based on the
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analysis, several incident simulation scenarios were developed and simulated.

3.2.5 Analysis of Train Operations and Impact of Incidents on the Network Model
Two types of simulations were considered for the study. They are:
1. Free flow simulation
In simulations where the rail traffic is uninterrupted by any incidents are referred to as free
flow simulations. These simulations provide the travel times between stations and, arrival
and departures of the trains at stations that have not experienced any delay.
2. Incident simulation
In simulations where the rail traffic is interrupted by an incident are referred to as incident
simulations. Trains that are affected by incidents experience a delay in travel times between
stations and, arrival and departures of the trains at stations. Information from the free flow
simulation is used to calculate the delay in an incident simulation.
Train operations were analyzed for both free flow and incident simulations. Using free
flow simulations, minimum headway between successive trains were determined and were used
to create the service timetables.
For the schedule of incident scenarios developed, the study simulated several incident
simulations for off-peak hour timetable and for peak hour timetable. Data from the simulations
were analyzed to determine the impact of incidents on each train in terms of various delays for all
simulations. The types of delays considered for the study were:
1. Running Time Delay
The additional time took by a train between the stations which includes the time the train
spent decelerating, accelerating, and the amount of time it stopped because of an incident is
considered as the ’Running Time Delay’. It is the difference between the free-flow travel time
of the train and the delayed travel time of the train due to an incident between two stations.
2. Station Delay
Station Delay is the additional amount of time a train spent at the station due to an incident
ahead. When an incident occurs, trains that are scheduled to depart at the station behind the
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incident position will be delayed at the station until the incident clears and the signal system
allows them to depart. Station delay is the difference between the normal dwell time of a
train with the dwell time of the train affected by an incident at the station.
3. Schedule Delay
The study defines ’Schedule Delay’ as the difference between the free flow arrival and
departure times with the respective arrival and departure time of a train affected by an
incident. It measures how late a train arrived at the station compared to its scheduled
arrival time. The total schedule delay of a train for the network is not cumulative. The total
schedule delay for a train is equal to the sum of the total station delay and the running time
delay of that train. Schedule delay best represents the total effect of an incident on a train.
These delays were calculated for each train affected by an incident. Tables summarizing
each type of delay for all trains were created. The delays were also summarized by the different
groups of trains. The different groups considered were:
1. Affected Trains: All the trains that were affected by the incident and experienced delays.
2. Affected CHSR trains: Includes every CHSR train that was affected by the incident.
3. Affected XpressWest trains: Includes every XpressWest train that was affected by the
incident.

3.2.6 Development of Access Charge Framework and Incident Cost
Development of Access Charge Framework
For utilizing the tracks and the network of the CHSR system, XpressWest has to pay an
access charge to the CHSRA. This study proposes a framework for calculating the access charge
fee for the XpressWest for its use of the Palmdale - Los Angeles network section of CHSRA. The
framework is developed based on the definitions and principles for shared use corridors mentioned
in the technical reports of the CHSRA.
The CHSRA shares the tracks with two other operators in two different corridors over its
network during Phase 1 operations. The CHSRA refers to these corridors as the Blended Service
Corridors. The CHSRA mentions the definition of a blended service corridor and principles for the
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operations in these corridors in its draft technical report, 2020 Business Plan - Operations and
Maintenance Cost Model Documentation (CHSRA, 2020b)
The operation and maintenance (O&M) cost model document discuss the services and
operations for the CHSR network for its two phases, Silicon Valley to Central Valley and Phase 1.
The O&M document also develops the cost of the operations and services for the network during
the two phases. As part of this, the O&M document discusses the operations in the blended
corridors and incorporates track access charge fees. The O&M document states the access
charge fees will be paid to the owner of the blended service corridor. During the valley to valley
phase, the CHSR network will have two blended service corridors and in addition to these during
Phase 1, the authority will include one more blended service corridor. These blended service
corridors are:
1. From San Francisco to CP Lick. Caltrain operates and owns this corridor while CHSRA pays
track access charge fees to the Caltrain to use the corridor.
2. From CP Lick to Gilroy. CHSRA owns this corridor and Caltrain will pay access charge fees
to CHSRA for operating in this corridor.
3. From Burbank to Anaheim. This corridor is owned by Metrolink and CHSRA will pay track
access charge fees to the Metrolink to use the corridor during its Phase 1 operations.
The O&M document states that the operators should reach an agreement on the services,
train priorities, and access charge to operate on the blended service corridors. The CHSRA
outlines the principles for the blended corridor services in the O&M document. The summary
of the principles is discussed in this study. An operator will be considered as a tenant at the
blended service corridor stations and corridor station operators will be required to provide specific
services. These services are summarized below.
1. Services for Track and Systems
(a) The corridor operator will provide Track and System elements such as track and
signaling systems, their operations, and space for the operations.
2. Services at stations
(a) The station operator will provide the station infrastructure, station operations, station
maintenance, station security and police, and areas for staff and passengers.
(b) Platforms, platform maintenance, and platform access spaces
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(c) Space for train maintenance.
The Palmdale - Burbank section will become a blended service corridor when
XpressWest utilizes this section to travel to Los Angeles. For this corridor, XpressWest will be a
tenant and CHSRA will be the operator of the station and the corridor. CHSR will provide all the
services discussed above. By calculating the cost of each service provided by CHSR to the
XpressWest, the framework for access charge was developed. The cost for each service was
estimated from the O&M report.
The O&M report states that the maintenance of infrastructure costs for the blended
service corridors were not included in the report. Costs for the blended service corridors were
considered as track access charge fees. The O&M report estimates the track access charge fees
for the blended service corridors by assuming a charge per mile. The CHSRA does not want the
operators to anticipate an access charge pricing and assumes the access charge price from
access charge pricing in the German HSR system. The O&M report chose the German HSR
system owing to its transparent pricing system and the processes. The maximum operational
speed for the three blended service corridors considered in the O&M report was 110 mph. Based
on the operational speed for these corridors, the report assumes a cost of 5.23 Euro per
kilometer which translates to the 9.43 Dollar per mile. All calculations in the study are based on
the 2019 Dollar and the conversion rate for 2019 was taken from IRS. The study analyzed the
processes for access charge pricing in the German HSR system.
As the section from Burbank - Los Angeles is owned by Metrolink, both CHSRA and
XpressWest will be considered as tenants and will have to pay access charge fees for Metrolink.
For this corridor, the study assumes the same access charge fees mentioned in the O&M report.
This study estimates access charge fees for the Palmdale - Burbank service corridor, the fee
XpressWest will have to pay for CHSRA. The Palmdale - Burbank blended corridor will primarily
differ from the other corridors in the aspect of the allowed maximum operational speed. The
maximum operational speed for this corridor is 220 mph and will be a high-speed rail only corridor.
Each service may include various costs related to personnel, supplies for personnel,
vehicles, equipment, and energy depending on the service type. The O&M model provides the
breakdown of all the related costs. Personnel costs include salary for the personnel and the fringe
rate. The fringe rates that were used in the O&M model were used for developing the access
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charge. The assumption for the service hours of the personnel was 1,794 hours per year.
For each service, the O&M model includes contingency costs. Contingency costs include
allocated contingency and unallocated contingency. Allocated contingency refers to the known
risks and uncertainties that are associated with the services and unallocated contingency refers
to the unknowns which may occur during the O&M of the network. Contingencies are given by
percentages and these are added to the final service costs. 5 percent of the total cost is added
to the cost for each service type to account for unallocated contingency. To account for allocated
contingency various percentages were provided for each service type. The allocated contingency
is applied to the total cost after applying the unallocated contingency. These contingency costs for
all services considered were also included in the calculation of access charges.
The O&M model is developed based on the information provided by the service planning
methodology (SPM) (report CHSRA, 2020c). Based on the service timetable developed, the SPM
report provides the number of train-miles for the CHSR network. The amount of train-miles
represents the level of complexity of the operations and maintenance required for the network.
Based on this, the O&M report estimates the personnel and the amount of maintenance required.
For the CHSR network during Phase 1, the amount of traffic of CHSR trains was 29,940,950
train-miles per year.
Development of Incident Cost
XpressWest trains may cause incidents while operating on the CHSR network and these
incidents can cause delays to the CHSR trains. Delayed trains can disrupt normal operations
and can cause loss of revenue to the operator. To compensate for the loss of revenue for the
CHSRA due to incidents caused by XpressWest trains, XpressWest will have to pay a charge to
the CHSRA. This cost is referred to as the incident cost and can be included in the access charge
of XpressWest for the network. This study develops a framework to calculate the incident cost due
to incidents by XpressWest trains for the blended service corridor operation of the CHSR network.
The incident cost per year for XpressWest trains depends on the number of incidents and
the duration of the incidents caused by the XpressWest trains. The study calculates the incident
cost by estimating the amount of delay caused to the CHSRA due to the incidents caused by the
XpressWest and the cost incurred for CHSRA for a unit time of delay for a train. The estimation for
the amount of delay caused by the XpressWest incidents to CHSR trains was discussed in section
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5.2.3. In this section, the estimation of the cost incurred by unit time of delay of a CHSR train for
CHSRA referred to as the ’Train Delay Cost’ is discussed.
By interviewing the industry professionals, (Schafer II and Barkan., 2008) finds the
primary drivers of the train delay cost. The primary components that are involved in the train
delay cost are:
1. Train operation cost
2. Train depreciation cost
When a train is delayed, the train will have to operate for longer hours depending on the amount of
delay. This will incur additional train operating costs. Revenue will be lost for the operator because
of the unavailability of the trainset elsewhere. This lost revenue is estimated by calculating train
depreciation during the time of the delay (Schafer II and Barkan., 2008). By calculating the train
operation cost and train depreciation cost per unit time, train delay cost can be estimated. In the
study, train delay cost was estimated as cost per train-minutes.f
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CHAPTER 4: IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Development of VISSIM Network Model
4.1.1 Network Operation Parameters
This section discusses the operation parameters required for the development of the network
model in VISSIM.
4.1.1.1 Tracks
The first step in developing a simulation network in VISSIM is to create ”Links”. A link is
a network object. Links are the roads or rails on which vehicles are simulated and serve as the
base for defining paths and directions for the vehicles and other network objects. In the case of
this study, a link serves as a rail track.
Using AutoCAD, the CHSR network plan was scaled to match the default Network Editor
dimensions and saved as an image file. This image file was then imported to VISSIM and was
used as a background image to create links while replicating the tracks. Since the study only
considers south-bound traffic for the simulation, a single link serves as the south-bound track in
between Palmdale - Burbank, and Burbank - Los Angeles stations and will be referred to as the
main link.
Two links were created along the station length at the positions of stations in the network.
These links serve as the tracks besides platforms. These two links were connected to the main
link via links referred to as ”Connectors” in VISSIM. Each link serves as the dedicated platform
for CHSR and XpressWest trains at the three stations. These links will be referred to as ”station
links”.
Trains can be simulated in VISSIM through ”Public Transport (PT) Vehicles” which are
defined using the network object ”Public Transport Lines”. PT lines specify a path for PT vehicles
from origin to destination and which specific links to take among several links. The start-point and
end-point of a PT line serve as the origin and destination points respectively for the PT Vehicles.
After creating the complete network of links, PT lines are defined along the network
length. A dedicated PT Line is created for CHSR and XpressWest with start-point and end-point
on their respective links at the position of Palmdale and Los Angeles stations. At Burbank station,
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PT lines of CHSR and XpressWest go through their assigned links.
4.1.1.2 Stations
Trains are scheduled to stop at stations for a certain duration to allow for passengers to
get off or board the train. The duration the train stops at a station is referred to as the dwell time.
A train not providing the transport service at a particular city is not scheduled to stop at the city’s
station.
In VISSIM, station stops and dwell time for the PT vehicles are defined using the network
object ”Public Transport Stops”. The position of a PT stop determines where the PT vehicles
stop in the network model. PT stops were added on all station links except for the XpressWest
link at Burbank station as XpressWest trains do not stop at Burbank. The AutoCAD station plans
provided by CHSRA specified the length of platforms at stations. The lengths of the PT stops
were given the platform lengths at respective stations provided in the AutoCAD plans. The study
analyzes the train traffic operations from their departure at Palmdale station till their arrival at Los
Angeles station. Dwell times for PT stops at Palmdale and Los Angeles stations do not influence
the study. Dwell time for PT stop on CHSR link at Burbank station is given as 120 seconds as per
the [CHSRA, 2020c].
At Burbank station, XpressWest trains enter the station and travel through the stations at
reduced speed. This was attained by using the network objects ”Reduced Speed Areas”. Reduced
speed areas can be added on a link and during the simulation, vehicles slow down before entering
the reduced speed areas and move through the area with the defined speed.
4.1.1.3 Vehicle Models and Distributions
VISSIM requires to specify the vehicle model, vehicle type, and specifications. By default,
VISSIM provides multiple models for different vehicle types. For the study, two vehicle models of
the vehicle type ”Tram” were used, one for CHSR and XpressWest. Using the vehicle model
customization feature, the two tram models were customized to replicate the assumed train fleet
as discussed in section 3.2.1.2.
In VISSIM, to assign the operational speed, acceleration, and deceleration values to a
vehicle model, individual profiles should be created and assigned. These profiles can be created
in VISSIM features referred to as ”Distributions”. For speed, acceleration, and deceleration,
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profiles can be created either as an empirical distribution or a normal distribution. An empirical
distribution, VISSIM uses the exact values assigned during the simulation of vehicles. When a
normal distribution is provided, VISSIM selects a range of values from the distribution profiles for
different vehicles. As HSR operations are precise, the study used empirical distributions for the
speed, acceleration, and deceleration profiles for the trains. The principles for the development of
the profiles were discussed in section 3.2.1.2. For the CHSR trains, these profiles were created
to replicate the travel times between the stations provided in the 2016 baseline timetable. For the
XpressWest trains, similar acceleration and deceleration profiles to CHSR trains over the
XpressWest trains’ operational speeds.
4.1.1.4 Signaling Systems
The signaling system can be modeled on the VISSIM network simulation using the
network object ”Signal Heads”. To add a signal head on a link, a signal program is required which
can be created using the ”Signal Controller” feature. Multiple signal heads can be grouped as a
”Signal Group”. Signal programs can be used to control multiple signal groups. Actuated signal
programs use detectors to activate signal heads. This can be achieved by using the network
object ”Detectors”.
A detector can be added on a link and used to detect vehicles during a simulation and
collect information such as occupancy, occupied time, number of front ends, and rear ends of
vehicles that passed the detector among many others. A group of detectors can be linked to a
signal group and programmed to work with signal heads. Multiple signal programs are necessary
for attaining the level of signaling required to control various parts of the network.
This study uses the Fixed Block Signaling System (FBSS) to prevent trains from colliding
with one another on the main link and ensure safe operations. In FBSS, train movements are
governed by automatic signals that are placed at equal distances along the length of the track.
The length of the track section between two signals is called a block. A block length should be at
least equal to the safe stopping distance of a train. Safe stopping distance is the braking distance
plus the distance traveled by train during the reaction time of the driver to recognize the signal
and applying the brake. When the FBSS detects a vehicle in a block, the rear signal of the block
is switched to red and the signal behind it is switched to amber. The red signal prevents the
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following train from entering into a block where a train is already present and ensures that there
is only one train in the block at any given time. The amber signal indicates that the following train
should enter the block at a reduced speed in preparation for a possible following red signal that
will require the train to stop. As the train moves forward into the next block, the new block rear
signal turns red. During this movement, the red signal and the amber signal of the previous blocks
remain unchanged. After the train completely moves into the next block, the red signal switches to
amber and amber to green. This happens continuously as the train travels throughout the length
of the track. FBSS ensures safety by not allowing more than one train in a block and ensuring the
following train can safely come to a stop at a red signal at any given time. The capacity of a rail
network is dependent on the block length of FBSS. Higher block lengths lead for the trains to travel
with increased headways and therefore decreasing the capacity.
CHSRA will implement the Moving Block Signaling System (MBSS). In MBSS, trains
communicate their positions with each other actively and are separated by the safe stopping
distance. If a train is stopped, the following train immediately recognizes the stopped train, and
breaks are applied automatically. The rear ends of the trains are treated as the red block signals.
As the MBSS relies on train-to-train communication and automatic braking system it eliminates
the necessity for the trains to travel at reduced speed before reaching a red block signal and
allows for trains to travel much closer compared to FBSS. As a result, rail networks with MBSS
have lesser headways between trains and have higher capacity than a network with FBSS. As
VISSIM does not have the feature to enforce the MBSS, modified FBSS is enforced in this study.
VISSIM provides the option to specify a signal head as a block signal head and the
reduced speed to enforce on the trains when the block signal head is amber which is referred
to as ”Amber speed”. Block signal heads were then added on the main link with the spacing of
a block length between each signal head. During the simulation, VISSIM automatically enforces
the FBSS on the main link. The look-ahead distance of the driver of a simulated vehicle can be
specified in VISSIM. When the look-ahead distance of the driver is greater than the block length,
it allows for the driver to recognize the signal head before-hand and eliminates the necessity to
consider the distance traveled by train during the driver reaction time. This allows for lesser block
lengths and the ability to simulate train headways slightly closer to the MBSS. Therefore, only the
braking distance instead of the safe stopping distance was considered for the block lengths and,
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look-ahead distance of drivers was given higher than the block length.
To determine the braking distance of the simulated trains in VISSIM, the braking distance
was calculated using the speed and deceleration profile of the trains. The deceleration profile
was determined during network calibration. The calculations are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 for
Palmdale - Burbank, and Burbank - Los Angeles sections respectively.

(a)

(b)

Table 1: braking Distance Calculation for CHSR (a) and XpressWest (b) trains for Palmdale Burbank Section Model
The analysis of preliminary simulations showed similar results to the calculations. The
braking distance of CHSR trains from 220 mph to a complete halt was determined to be
approximately 4 miles. The braking distance of XpressWest trains from 180 mph to rest was
approximately 3 miles. The higher value determines the block length. Therefore, a block length of
4 miles was used in the network for the Palmdale - Burbank section and an amber speed of 100
mph was assumed.

Table 2: braking Distance Calculation for CHSR and XpressWest trains for Palmdale - Burbank
Section Model
For the network section of Burbank - LA, after the network calibration (discussed in
section 4.2), the operational speed for both train operators is determined to be 95 mph. The
braking distance for both trains types from 95 mph to rest was approximately 1 mile. A block
length of 1 mile allows for very short headways between trains which may be unsafe for the train
operations. Therefore, a block length of 2 miles for the Burbank - LA section and an amber speed
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of 45 mph were assumed.
4.1.1.5 Free Flow Train behavior
In the free flow simulation, CHSR and XpressWest train departure from the Palmdale
station at specified headways. From Palmdale to Burbank, CHSR trains reach a top speed of
220 mph and XpressWest trains reach a top speed of 180 mph. Arriving CHSR trains at Burbank
station travel on its respective station link and stop for 2 minutes, which is the designated station
dwell time. XpressWest trains do not stop at the Burbank station and continue to travel at 20 mph
till they leave the station. From Burbank to LA, both train types travel at 95 mph. Both train types
enter the Los Angeles station at their respective station links and stop at their designated stops.
4.1.1.6 Simulation of Incidents
In VISSIM, required network objects to create incidents were added to the network
model. Then these network objects are controlled during the simulation through Python to create
incidents. Signal heads and detectors were placed on the main link at specific locations where
incidents were to be created. These signal heads and detectors were assigned to a signal group.
This signal group can be used to control the required signal head to switch it to red and turn it off.
The detector at the signal head detects the incident and relays information to the rest of the
network affecting their behavior.
Primary inputs for the Python code to create an incident are the start time in the
simulation, duration of the incident, and the location of the incident by giving the respective signal
head. When the Python program is initiated, the VISSIM file of the CHSR network model is
opened as an automation server, and simulation is started. At the specified start time, the Python
program switches the signal head to red and turns it off after the duration specified. The effect of
the incident on the simulation is then analyzed through the data collected.
4.1.1.7 Train Operations and Priorities at Stations affected by an incident
When an incident occurs, the train affected by it which will be referred to as the ”incident
train” stops at the incident signal head. When the detector at the incident signal head is occupied
by the incident train for more than 15 seconds the incident is observed by the simulation. When
the incident is detected, trains that are scheduled to depart at the immediate upstream stations
of the incident location are stopped from departing the station. Any trains that are trailing behind
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the incident train and are already past the immediate upstream station will proceed and, will be
stopped at the red block signal heads as specified by FBSS based on the block the incident train
is present.
After the designated incident duration, the incident signal head turns off and, the incident
train resumes moving. The occupancy of the incident detector will be ’0’ when the incident train
completely moves away from it and the incident will be cleared off. The trains trailing behind
the incident train will resume moving following the normal rules of the block signals as the FBSS
specifies. However, in the Palmdale - Burbank section, a stopped CHSR train will only start moving
when the train ahead of it crosses the first two blocks and when the blocks are empty. This ensures
that there is safe headway between two successive CHSR trains and between a CHSR train trailing
an XpressWest train such that the high-speed CHSR train does not catch up to the slow-moving
XpressWest train avoiding any possibility of a collision happening. An XpressWest train stopped
at this section will resume operations according to the rules of the FBSS. Within the Burbank Los Angeles section, both train types stopped at the stations will resume operations as the FBSS
specifies.
At stations, depending on the incident duration many trains may be stopped. Priorities
for train departures after an incident are necessary to prevent excess delay for any vehicle type.
CHSR trains have higher priority over XpressWest trains. All CHSR trains that are scheduled to
depart before an XpressWest train will depart before it. CHSR trains that are scheduled to depart
after the XpressWest train will be departed before the XpressWest train depending on the time
the XpressWest train is delayed at the station. If an XpressWest train is delayed for less than 10
minutes, a CHSR train will overtake the XpressWest train. If the XpressWest train is delayed for
more than 10 minutes, no CHSR train is allowed to overtake and will be departed in the scheduled
order. This priority system ensures that the delay caused by XpressWest trains to CHSR trains is
minimized while not delaying XpressWest trains excessively.
If an incident happens at the main link between Burbank and Los Angeles stations, the
train scheduled to depart at Burbank will be stopped at Burbank. This includes XpressWest trains
that do not stop at Burbank during normal operations. The two links that act as platforms at the
stations were programmed to contain a maximum of 5 trains, 3 CHSR trains, and 2 XpressWest
trains at their designated links. If the incident is long enough, the trains arrive at Burbank and are
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stopped at their respective links. If the capacity of either of the links at Burbank is filled, the next
train is stopped behind the Burbank station. This train is detected by the network and any trains
that are scheduled to depart from Palmdale will be stopped at the station. Any trains that have
already departed before the detection will be stopped at the block signal heads by FBSS. After the
incident clears, the trains depart from Burbank with minimum possible headways as directed by
the FBSS. As the trains depart from Burbank, the trains stopped behind the Burbank station are
allowed into links. Trains at Palmdale are allowed to depart if no train is stationary on the main link
before Burbank.

4.2 Network Development and Calibration
The VISSIM network model was developed in various stages with additions of the discussed
network parameters in section 4.2, and VisVAP logics of the signaling system for train operations
and priorities in the network. During the development, several simulations were run with and
without incidents to check if there are errors in trains’ operation behavior such as trains not
stopping at the stations and trains not following the priority rules. At each stage of development,
speed and acceleration profiles of the trains, train stopping and priority behavior at stations, their
dwell time, trains’ obeyance of signals, and the behavior of block signal system were inspected. If
any errors were found, investigations were done using a bottom-up approach investigating from
basic network parameters to the programmed VisVAP logics to find the cause for it.

On

estimating the cause for the error, such as the modeling of a network parameter or the code of
the VisVAP logic, it was modified and simulations were run to check if the problem persisted. If
the problem persisted, different causes were investigated until the problem was solved.
Calibration was done by changing the train characteristics such as maximum speed,
acceleration, and deceleration profiles, and accordingly the block lengths. After the simulation
model is calibrated, the maximum operating speed for the CHSR trains for the Burbank to Los
Angeles section is determined to be 95 mph to match the simulated CHSR train travel times with
those in the baseline timetable. In the 2020 CHSR service plan (CHSRA, 2020c), the maximum
operating speed for the Burbank to Los Angeles section is stated as 125 mph. The determined
maximum operational speed for the section of the simulation model was less than 125 mph
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because the trains in reality only reach the speed of 125 mph at a small part of the sections. At
grades, curves, and in the city of Los Angeles the trains travel at much lower speeds. As the
simulation does not model these details and to match the travel times of the section in the draft
timetable, the maximum operational speed for the section was determined to be 95 mph.

4.3 Processing the Simulation Data
A Python program code is written to process raw data, perform initial data analysis, generate
graphs to visualize data, and write the processed data into an Excel file for further data analysis
and data presentation. The raw data generated by VISSIM is loaded into Python. The data is
saved as a data frame. Python program then sorts the data by time and creates a data frame for
each train. Data analysis is performed on each train data frame and for each train, a timetable is
generated. This timetable consists of information on the stations, arrival and departure times at
stations. Later it compiles the timetables of all trains into a ’Network Timetable” data frame. Each
data frame is then written into a sheet in an excel file. Along with the excel file, plots of distance vs
time, speed vs distance, speed vs time, and headway vs time for the whole network are generated
and stored as a PDF file.
For performing analysis on incident simulation data, along with the raw data file and a free
flow data file is loaded into Python. The free flow data file consists of information of all vehicles
at free flow. The timetable for each vehicle generated by Python for incident simulations also
consists of information comparing the incident times with the free flow time and on various delays.
The types of delays considered were discussed in detail in section 3.2.5. Tables consisting of
delay information of all vehicles for each type of delay are generated. These tables are written to
the excel file in the same sheet as the network timetable. A summary table with information on
which train is affected by the incident, incident location and duration, all the trains that are affected,
and total delays for all trains and each train type is generated and written to a new sheet in the
excel file.
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4.4 Development of Network Timetable and Framework for Simulation Scenarios
4.4.1 Development of Network Timetable
The number of trains in each service hour type is equal to the average number of trains per hour for
the respective service type in the Burbank arrival headway data (Table 3). The random headways
were generated for the number of trains per hour for each service type with the constraint that
the difference between absolute sums of the mean and the standard deviation of the generated
data and the original data was less than 1 minute. The sum of the generated headways was also
constrained to be less than 55 minutes so that the headway between the CHSR train starting next
hour and the last CHSR train was 5 minutes to satisfy the minimum headways between the CHSR
trains determined by the study which is discussed in section 5.1.
Table 3 shows the analysis of Burbank arrival headways and the random headways
generated in Python. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the Burbank arrival headways and the
random headways generated in Python.

Table 3: Summary Statistics for CHSR train Arrival Headways of 2016 CHSR Draft Timetable and
Simulation Model Timetable
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11: Distribution of Headways for Peak (a,b) and Off-Peak (c,d) Period Services in 2016
CHSR Draft Timetable and Simulation Model Timetable

The generated headways were then used to develop a timetable of CHSR trains for peak
hour service and off-peak hour service. For both service types, the first train in the timetable
was a CHSR train and the departure time at Palmdale station was set as 0:00 (H:MM). Then
the generated headways were added to the first train departure time to determine the departure
times of the rest of the trains for the hour. The headways were sorted in such a way that the
XpressWest trains can be introduced in between CHSR trains with at least 20 minutes of average
headway between XpressWest trains and satisfying the minimum headways between XpressWest
and CHSR trains discussed in section 5.1. The timetable for each service type is shown in the
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Table 4 and Table 5

Table 4: Peak Hour Timetable for the Simulation Model

Table 5: Off-Peak Hour Timetable for the Simulation Model

For the peak hour simulation, there were a total of 10 trains, 7 CHSR trains, and 3
XpressWest trains. The average headway between CHSR trains and between XpressWest train
was 9 minutes and 21 minutes respectively. Between all the trains the average headway was 6
minutes. In the off-peak hour network timetable, there were 5 CHSR trains and 2 XpressWest
trains. The average headway between all the trains is 8 minutes while it is 12 and 24 minutes
between CHSR trains and XpressWest trains, respectively.

4.4.2 Development of Framework for Simulation Scenarios
On average, 1.8 incidents occurred in each section per year and 0.1 incidents occurred per mile
per year for the Shanghai - Jiangshan HSR line. The average duration of the incidents is 23.3
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minutes.
To determine the number of incidents that occurred in relation to the amount of traffic on
the Shanghai - Jiangshan HSR line, timetable data for the HSR operations for a day were obtained.
Table 6 shows a summary of the analysis of the timetable for the Shanghai - Jiangshan HSR line.
A total of 337 trains operated in the HSR line in a day. The distance traveled by all the trains was
48,711 miles. This value is multiplied by 365 to calculate the train-miles for the year. The number
of incidents that occurred on the HSR line was divided by the train-miles per year to compute the
average number of train-miles per incident per year which is 0.0000003. This value is then used to
compute the number of incidents that might occur for the Palmdale - Los Angeles network section.

Table 6: Timetable Analysis of Shanghai – Jiangshan High-Speed Rail line

The study determined the amount of traffic for both train types for the Palmdale - Los
Angeles network section model. The total number of CHSR and XpressWest trains per day for
peak hour service and off-peak hour service was calculated by multiplying the number of
respective train types with the service hours. The duration of peak hour service is 6 hours and
off-peak hours is 12 hours. The total number of CHSR and XpressWest trains per day in peak
service period are 42 and 18 respectively and in off-peak service are 60 and 24 respectively.
The number of trains per day for both train types was multiplied with the length of the
section in both directions and by the number of service days in a year to calculate the train-miles
for both train types per year. The length of the section in both directions is 114 miles and the
number of service days is 365. The train-miles traveled by CHSR and XpressWest trains per
year in peak service period are 1,747,620 and 748,980 respectively and in off-peak service are
2,496,600 and 998,640 respectively.
Multiplying the train-miles per year for both train types with the average number of
incidents per train-mile per year, incidents caused by each train type at peak and off-peak service
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period per year were determined. A total of 18 incidents per year may occur on the Palmdale Burbank network section with 13 and 5 incidents caused by CHSR and XpressWest trains
respectively. Out of the 13 incidents caused by the CHSR trains, 5 incidents occur during peak
hours and 8 during off-peak hours. A total of 5 incidents will be caused by XpressWest trains with
2 and 3 incidents occurred at peak hours and off-peak hours respectively. The breakdown of the
analysis is shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Traffic Amount and Incident Analysis for Palmdale – Los Angeles CHSR Network
Section Model

The study ran numerous incident simulations for investigating the effect of incidents on
the train operations in the Palmdale - Los Angeles section network model. For the network section,
18 incidents per year were estimated and it can be considered that the occurrence of an incident
is rare and multiple incidents do not occur in a short duration of time. Therefore only 1 incident
was simulated for each peak period and one for each off-peak period. Six locations between
the stations, with 3 each in Palmdale - Burbank, and Burbank - Los Angeles respectively, were
selected as the incident locations. These 6 locations were spaced at approximately one-third of
the length of their respective sections.
For each train in the developed timetable, incidents were simulated at all 6 locations
with various duration for each incident. Incidents were simulated for both peak hour and off-peak
hour timetables. Since there are 6 locations for each train, 6 incidents affecting the train at each
location were considered. The peak hour timetable consists of 7 CHSR and 3 XpressWest trains.
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This amounts to 42 incidents and 18 incidents for CHSR and XpressWest trains respectively and
therefore a total of 60 incident scenarios were chosen for the peak hour timetable. For off-peak
hours, 30 incidents for the 5 CHSR trains and 12 incidents for the 2 XpressWest trains in timetable
were chosen, totaling 42 incident scenarios.
Based on the statistical analysis and the distribution of the incident duration data of the
Shanghai - Jianshan HSR line, random incident durations for the 60 and 42 incident scenarios
for both service timetables respectively were generated. The generated random durations were
constrained so that the sum of the mean and the standard deviation of the generated durations
differ for less than a minute with the sum of the mean and the standard deviation of the original
incident durations. Table 8 shows the summary statistics of incident duration data of the ShanghaiJiangshan HSR line and the generated incident durations.

Table 8: Summary Statistics of Incident Durations for Shanghai – Jiangshan High-Speed Rail line
and Generated Random Incident Durations for the Simulation Model.

The schedule for incident scenarios for both service hour types was developed by pairing
the 6 locations with 6 generated incident durations for each train. As the timetables considered
for the study constituted only 1 hour of train operations, long duration incidents simulated near the
end of the simulation hour would not capture the true number of trains that would be affected. To
prevent this incident durations were sorted in decreasing order and were paired with the locations
for each train starting from the first train in the timetable. The schedules developed are shown in
Table 9 and Table 10.
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Table 9: Off-Peak Hour Incident Simulation Scenarios

Table 10: Peak Hour Incident Simulation Scenarios

To refer to each incident scenario informatively and effortlessly each scenario was
named according to the train that caused the incident, incident location, and the incident number.
Abbreviations used for the nomenclature were CHSR for California High-Speed Rail, XPW for
XpressWest, ’Loc’ for Location, and ’Inc’ for Incident. The train name reflects the type of train and
the train number sequenced for each type in the order of departure in the timetable. The location
name reflects the location number sequenced from the neared to the farthest incident location
from Palmdale Station. The Location number with the corresponding distance was shown in
Tables 9 and 10. And the incident name reflects the incident number sequenced for each train
type and the location of the incident. For example, if an incident was caused by the second
CHSR train that was departed from Palmdale at location 34 miles from Palmdale, the name for
the train would be CHSR 2, and the incident location would be Loc 3. As for the incident number,
6 incidents for CHSR 1 and 2 incidents at Loc 1 and Loc 2 which makes the incident number for
this scenario as 9 and the name as Inc 9. Combining all three, the name of the scenario would
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be CHSR 2 Loc 3 Inc 9.

4.5 Analysis of Simulation Data for Incident Simulations
Out of the 102 incident simulations, the implementation of an analysis of train operation behavior
and delay summaries for five scenarios were discussed in detail. Two simulations from off-peak
hour service and three simulations for peak hour service were selected. Incident duration for each
scenario belongs to a range of incident durations. The five simulations discussed were:
1. Off-peak hour service
(a) Incident Simulation 1: Incident caused by the train CHSR 1 with a duration of 6.5
minutes
(b) Incident Simulation 2: Incident caused by the train XpressWest 1 with a duration of
90.25 minutes
2. Scenario 2
(a) Incident Simulation 3: Incident caused by the train XpressWest 1 with a duration of 6.5
minutes
(b) Incident Simulation 4: Incident caused by the train CHSR 3 with a duration of 16.82
minutes
(c) Incident Simulation 5: Incident caused by the train XpressWest 1 with a duration of
23.13 minutes
To distinguish between CHSR and XpressWest trains in the plots, trajectories of all CHSR
trains were colored red, and trajectories of all XpressWest train were colored blue.
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4.5.1 Off-Peak Hour Incident Simulations
Table 11 shows the timetable of off-peak hour service with arrival and departure times of all trains
at all the stations. Figure 12 shows the distance vs time plots of all the trains in the free flow
simulation of the off-peak hour timetable.

Table 11: Free Flow Timetable of Off-Peak Hour Service Timetable

Figure 12: Distance vs Time Plot for Free-Flow Simulation of Off-Peak Hour Service Timetable
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4.5.1.1 Incident Simulation 1
The train CHSR 1 caused the incident for a duration of 6.5 minutes at the location 6, 10.5
miles from Burbank station. The timetable and delay summaries for the simulation are shown in
Table 12. The distance vs time plot shown in Figure 13 for all the trains in this simulation depicts
the effect of the incident on the network.

(a) Incident Simulation 1 Timetable

(b) Schedule Delays for Incident Simulation 1

(c) Station Delays for Incident Simulation 1

(d) Running Time Delays for Incident Simulation 1

Table 12: Timetable and Delay Summaries for Incident Simulation 1
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Figure 13: Distance vs Time Plot for Incident Simulation 1

Train CHSR 2 was trailing the CHSR 1 between the stations Burbank and Los Angeles
when the incident was caused by CHSR 1. When the CHSR 1 was stopped at the incident location,
the FBSS stopped the CHSR 2 a block behind the bock CHSR 1 was present. XpressWest 1 was
stopped at the Burbank as there was an incident at the link. Once the incident was cleared,
CHSR 1 resumes moving and when the block ahead of CHSR 2 was empty, it was allowed to
resume moving with a restricted speed of 45 mph by FBSS. This can be observed in the plot and
depicted by the difference in the slope of the CHSR 2 movement. The change in the slope to a
steeper slope represents the train accelerating to its operational speed of 95 mph on the Burbank
- Los Angeles section. Both CHSR 1 and CHSR 2 experienced running time delays as they
were delayed between the stations. The XpressWest 1 leaves the Burbank station after CHSR 2
resumes moving and experienced station delay as it was delayed at the Burbank station.
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4.5.1.2 Incident Simulation 2
In this scenario, the first XpressWest train in the timetable was the cause of an incident
with a duration of 90.25 minutes. The location of the incident is location 1, 10 miles from the
Palmdale station. The effect of this incident on the network is shown in the incident timetable and
delay summaries in Table 13 and the space-time plot in Figure 14.

(a) Incident Simulation 2 Timetable

(b) Schedule Delays for Incident Simulation 2

(c) Station Delays for Incident Simulation 2

(d) Running Time Delays for Incident Simulation 2

Table 13: Timetable and Delay Summaries for Incident Simulation 2
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Figure 14: Distance vs Time Plot for Incident Simulation 2

By the time XpressWest 1 was affected by the incident between Palmdale and Burbank
station, no train was departed from Palmdale station. Therefore for the duration of the incident, no
train was departed from the Palmdale station. After the incident was cleared and the XpressWest
1 resumed operation, CHSR 3 which was scheduled next was allowed to depart. The trains later
were departed with the minimum headways possible between the trains by the FBSS. The train
XpressWest 2 was delayed for more than 10 minutes at the Palmdale station. Therefore, train
CHSR 5 following it doesn’t overtake the XpressWest 2. Since all affected trains except for the
incident train were delayed at Palmdale station they experienced station delay and minor running
time delay due to the signaling system
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4.5.2 Peak Hour Incident Simulations
The peak hour service timetable with arrival and departure times of all trains at all the stations is
shown in Table 14. The distance vs time plots of all the trains in the free flow simulation of the
peak hour timetable is shown the Figure 15.

Table 14: Free Flow Timetable of Peak Hour Service Timetable

Figure 15: Distance vs Time Plot for Free-Flow Simulation of Peak Hour Service Timetable
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4.5.2.1 Incident Simulation 3
The incident is caused at the location 4. 3.5 miles from Burbank station for a duration of
32.92 minutes by XpressWest train 1. All the trains scheduled to depart after the XpressWest train
1 were affected by the incident. The incident timetable and delay summaries of the affected trains
are shown in Table 15 and the effect of the incident on these trains can be seen in Figure 16.

(a) Incident Simulation 3 Timetable

(b) Schedule Delays for Incident Simulation 3

(c) Station Delays for Incident Simulation 3

(d) Running Time Delays for Incident Simulation 3

Table 15: Timetable and Delay Summaries for Incident Simulation 3
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Figure 16: Distance vs Time Plot for Incident Simulation 3

The incident caused by XpressWest 1 was observed by the simulation before CHSR
2 had arrived at the Burbank station. All trains that were scheduled to depart after CHSR 2
from Burbank were halted at the station. The platform dedicated to the CHSR trains allows for
a maximum of 3 trains and this can be observed in the figure. The XpressWest train arrived at
its designated link at Burbank and was stopped. The trains CHSR 2, 3, 4, and XpressWest 2
experienced station delay at Burbank. The CHSR 5 was stopped behind the Burbank station as
the CHSR platform was at capacity. CHSR 5 was detected by the simulation and the CHSR 7 was
stopped at Palmdale. CHSR 6 and XpressWest 3 were trailing CHSR 5 and were stopped between
Palmdale and Burbank at the block signal heads specified by FBSS. As XpressWest 1 cleared
the incident and resumed moving, all trains were departed from Burbank with minimum possible
headways specified by FBSS. No CHSR train was allowed to overtake XpressWest 2 as it was
delayed for more than 10 minutes. The trains behind the Burbank started to move as the vacancy
was created at the platforms at Burbank. The trains CHSR 5, 6, and XpressWest 2 experienced
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running time delay between Palmdale and Burbank and station delay at Burbank. CHSR 7 was
departed from Palmdale after XpressWest 3 resumed operation. CHSR 7 experienced station
delay at Palmdale
4.5.2.2 Incident Simulation 4
An incident with a duration of 16.82 minutes was caused by the train CHSR 3 at location
5, 7 miles from Burbank station. 6 other trains were affected by the incident. The incident timetable
and delay summaries are shown in Table 16 and their trajectories were portrayed in Figure 17.

(a) Incident Simulation 4 Timetable

(b) Schedule Delays for Incident Simulation 4

(c) Station Delays for Incident Simulation 4

(d) Running Time Delays for Incident Simulation 4

Table 16: Timetable and Delay Summaries for Incident Simulation 4
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Figure 17: Distance vs Time Plot for Incident Simulation 4

CHSR 4 was departed a few moments before the incident caused by CHSR 3 was
detected by the signaling system. The incident by CHSR 3 occurred near the rear end of a block.
CHSR 4 can be observed slowing down to the restricted speed by amber block signal head two
blocks before the incident block. CHSR 4 was stopped at the red block signal head at the block
before the incident block. During the incident, no trains were allowed to depart from Burbank. All
the trains were allowed into the Burbank station as the platforms had not reached full capacity.
After the incident was cleared and CHSR 3 resumed operation, CHSR 4 resumed moving with
the reduced speed limit when there was an empty block between it and CHSR 3. When there
were two empty blocks between CHSR 4 and CHSR 3, CHSR 4 passed a green block signal
head and accelerated to the maximum operational speed of the Burbank - Los Angeles section.
Both CHSR 3 and 4 experienced running time delay.

After CHSR 4 resumed moving,

XpressWest 2 which was delayed for more than 10 minutes was allowed to depart from Burbank
without any CHSR train overtaking it. The rest of the trains were allowed to depart with the
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minimum headway possible.

CHSR 7 was allowed to overtake XpressWest 3 because

XpressWest 3 was delayed only by 9 minutes at the time of the CHSR 7 departure. All the trains
scheduled after CHSR 4 experienced station delay at Burbank station.
4.5.2.3 Incident Simulation 5
The train XpressWest 2 caused an incident with a duration of 23.13 minutes at location 1,
10 miles from Palmdale Station. The incident timetable and delay summaries are shown in Table
17. Five trains were affected by this incident and are shown in Figure 18.

(a) Incident Simulation 5 Timetable

(b) Schedule Delays for Incident Simulation 5

(c) Station Delays for Incident Simulation 5

(d) Running Time Delays for Incident Simulation 5

Table 17: Timetable and Delay Summaries for Incident Simulation 5
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Figure 18: Distance vs Time Plot for Incident Simulation 5

The incident was detected by the signaling system before any trains departed from
Palmdale after the XpressWest 2. The trains were halted at the station till the incident was
cleared and the XpressWest 2 resumed traveling. The delayed trains at the Palmdale station
were departed with the minimum possible headways.

CHSR 7 wasn’t allowed to overtake

XpressWest 3 as it was delayed for more than 10 minutes. XpressWest 2 experienced running
time delay while all the trains scheduled after it at Palmdale station experienced station delay.
The summary of delays for the five incident simulations discussed grouped by different
train types are shown in Table 18.
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Table 18: Delay Summaries of Five Incident Simulations Grouped By Different Train Types
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4.5.3 Analysis of Impact of Incidents on the Network Model
By analyzing the delay summaries of the 102 incident simulations, the study determined the impact
of incidents on the Palmdale - Burbank CHSR network model. For each service hour type, peak
hour, and off-peak hour, the study calculated the average delay per train per incident. These
average delays were calculated for all the groups of trains considered.
For peak hour and off-peak hour services, delay summaries of all the incident simulations
were entered into separate excel files. For each group of trains, the average delay per incident
was calculated by determining the average of schedule delays of all incident simulations for that
respective group. Similarly, the average number of affected trains in the group were computed.
Then by dividing the average delay per incident by the average number of trains affected, the
average delay per train per incident for each group of trains was assessed. The average delay per
train per incident can be used to estimate the total delay of the group of trains.
These calculations were illustrated in Table 19 and Table 20 using the delay summaries
of the five incident simulations discussed.
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Table 19: Illustration of Calculation of Average Delay Per Train Per Incident for Off-Peak Hour Incident Simulations

Table 20: Illustration of Calculation of Average Delay Per Train Per Incident for Off-Peak Hour Incident Simulations
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
5.1 Determination of Shortest Allowable Headway Between Two Successive Trains
The shortest allowable headway between two successive trains depends on the characteristics of
rail infrastructure such as the number of stations and platforms, track configuration, train
characteristics such as operational speeds, acceleration rate, and braking capability, and the
signaling system. The block lengths of a signaling system between two stations depend on the
braking distance of the trains from their maximum operation speed between the stations and the
trains’ deceleration rate. If the braking distance of trains’ is short then block lengths can be short
resulting in and more blocks between stations. The time a train takes to cross the first block is
shorter when the length of the block is short and the acceleration rate of the train is high. Trains
can depart from the station when at least the first block is empty.
This study uses the VISSIM network model to determine the minimum possible headway
between two successive trains for Palmdale - Los Angeles network section. VISSIM network
model consists of details of the network characteristics that dictate the minimum possible headway.
Since the simulation model is developed and calibrated to replicate the projected operations for
the Palmdale - Los Angeles Network Section, the simulations can provide a realistic view of the
minimum headways that trains can operate on the network section.
This study determined the minimum headway between trains that the network model’s
trains’ speed, acceleration and deceleration profiles, and signaling system allows for safe
operations for three scenarios:
1. For a CHSR train trailing a CHSR train
2. For an XpressWest train trailing a CHSR train
3. For a CHSR train trailing an XpressWest train
The study did not consider the scenarios for an XpressWest trailing an XpressWest train
because XpressWest trains will not be able to operate with such low headways in the CHSR
network.
Initially, two free flow simulations were run with one simulation containing only one CHSR
train and the other containing only one XpressWest train. These simulation results were analyzed
to assess the travel times of the two train types not influenced by each other or any incident. These
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travel times were used to determine if a train was delayed or not in the simulations running multiple
trains. Free flow travel time for the trains are depicted in Table 21.

Table 21: Free-Flow Travel Times of the Train Types in the Simulation Model

From Palmdale to Burbank, travel times for CHSR and XpressWest trains are 15 minutes
and 17 minutes respectively. CHSR has a dwell time of two minutes at Burbank station while
XpressWest travels to Los Angeles without stopping. Travel times for CHSR and XpressWest train
from Burbank to Los Angeles are 10 minutes and 11 minutes respectively as they both have the
same operational speeds at this link. The total time taken for both CHSR and XpressWest trains
from Palmdale to reach Los Angeles is 28 minutes. The dwell time at Burbank station for CHSR
train is equal to the difference between travel times for CHSR and XpressWest from Palmdale to
Burbank. This led to equal travel times for both train types to reach Los Angeles from Palmdale.
Simulations with various amount of headways between each train types were run. Initial
simulations were run with 3-minute headways between trains. 3 minutes is chosen as the starting
headway based on the minimum headway for CHSR trains at Burbank station in the 2016 baseline
timetable. Simulation results were analyzed to check if a train is delayed. If a train is delayed
the headway between the trains were increased by a minute. A headway is determined to be
minimum when the travel times of all the trains were equal to their free-flow travel times. Based on
the simulation results, the study determined the minimum headways between train types as:
1. 5 minutes headway for a CHSR train trailing a CHSR train
2. 4 minutes headway for an XpressWest train trailing a CHSR train
3. 6 minutes headway for a CHSR train trailing an XpressWest train
Proposition 1A, a state law of California that proposes the guidelines for the CHSR
construction, states that the achievable operational headway of the CHSR network between
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successive trains should be five minutes or less. This study analyzes that the CHSR can run
high-speed trains on its network with a minimum headway of 5 minutes between successive
trains safely. Headways less than 5 minutes would challenge the network’s signaling system and
might be unsafe operations. In this study, CHSR trains operating at 5-minute headway between
successive trains will be considered as full capacity operation.
If CHSRA decides to run CHSR trains at full capacity in the future, XpressWest trains
cannot be included in the schedule for the network section. For each XpressWest train to be
included in the schedule, one CHSR train will have to be replaced by XpressWest. XpressWest
will have to pay the lost revenue for CHSR trains that will be replaced with XpressWest. The other
alternative for XpressWest is to build sidetracks along the tracks of the CHSR network. This will
incur a considerably large capital cost investment for XpressWest. This study does not include an
analysis of the congestion cost or the capital cost for XpressWest to install sidetracks.

5.2 Analysis of Impact of Incidents on the Network Model
5.2.1 Impact of Incidents on Off-Peak Hour Service
The analysis of 42 off-peak hour incident simulations was done in the same approach as discussed
in section 4.5.3. The schedule delays and the number of affected trains of the train groups for all
the off-peak hour incident simulations are shown in Table 22. The incident simulations were sorted
in the descending order of the incident durations. The summary of the analysis is illustrated in
Table 23.
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Table 22: Analysis of Impact of Incidents on Off-Peak Hour Service Timetable
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Table 23: Summary of Impact of Incidents on Off-Peak Hour Service Timetable
The average duration of all the incidents for the off-peak incident scenarios was 23.38
minutes. This signifies that an incident on an average lasted for 23.38 minutes and that the term
per incident can be inferred as per an incident with a duration of 23.38 minutes in the discussion
ahead. The average headway between all the trains in the off-peak hour schedule was 7 minutes.
The total average delay caused by all incidents in the off-peak hour service was 109.11 minutes.
Out of the 7 trains in the timetable, 3.6 trains were affected by an incident on average.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19: Distribution of Average Delay (a) and Average Delay Per Affected Train (b) based on
the Incident Duration for Off-Peak Hour Service Timetable.
Figure 19 illustrates the delays of all affected trains in different terms by their incident
group. Figure 19a shows the average delay of all affected trains per incident for each incident
group. Figure 19b shows the average delay per affected trains per incident for each incident
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group. These figures show that the average delays increase exponentially with an increase in the
incident durations.
An average of 2.48 CHSR trains of 5 CHSR trains in the timetable was affected by the
incidents and the average delay per incident for these trains was 72.6 minutes. 66.54 percent
of the total average delay for the network was by CHSR trains. The average delay per train per
incident for affected CHSR trains was 31.03 minutes.
2 XpressWest trains were in the off-peak service timetable and 1.12 trains of those were
affected by the incidents on average. There were 36.52 minutes of average delay per incident for
XpressWest trains and this represented 33.47 percent of average delay for all trains.

An

XpressWest train was delayed by an average of 28.98 minutes per incident.
5.2.1.1 Impact of Incidents caused by XpressWest train on CHSR trains in Off-Peak Hour
Service
This analysis only considered the 12 incident scenarios where XpressWest trains were
the incident trains. Table 24 illustrates a summary of the analysis.

Table 24: Summary of Impact of Incidents caused by XpressWest Trains on Off-Peak Hour
Service Timetable

The average incident duration for all incidents, in this case, was 23.88 minutes. The
average delay per incident for all affected trains was 100.02 minutes. And the average number of
affected trains by the incidents were 3 while the average delay per affected train per incident was
33.34 minutes.
This analysis was primarily done to find the effect of XpressWest incidents on CHSR
trains. The average delay per incident for all affected CHSR trains was 57 minutes and 1.5 CHSR
trains were affected by the incidents. The average delay of affected CHSR trains contributed
to 56.99 percent of the average delay of all affected trains per incident. Each CHSR train was
delayed by 38 minutes per incident caused by the XpressWest train. This analysis was used in the
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calculation of the delay cost discussed in section 5.2.3.

5.2.2 Impact of Incidents on Peak Hour Service
Data from the 60 incident simulations for the peak hour service were analyzed. The schedule
delays and the number of affected trains of the train groups for all the peak hour incident
simulations are shown in Table 25. Table 26 presents a summary of the analysis.
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Table 25: Analysis of Impact of Incidents on Peak Hour Service Timetable

Table 26: Summary of Impact of Incidents on Peak Hour Service Timetable

The average incident duration for the peak hour incident scenarios was 23.80 minutes.
For the peak hour scenarios ’per-incident’ refers to an incident with a duration of 23.80 minutes.
The average headway between all the trains in the service schedule was 6 minutes, 1 minute less
than the off-peak hour schedule. All the affected trains were delayed by 184.24 minutes on an
average per incident. An incident affected an average of 5.43 trains out of 10 trains in the peak
hour timetable while each train was delayed by 33.93 minutes. Comparing 33.93 minutes with the
respective value in the analysis off-peak incident scenario, the average delay per affected train
for each incident for peak scenarios was in excess by 3.62 minutes. This can be attributed to the
higher frequency of trains in peak hour service.

(a)

(b)

Figure 20: Distribution of Average Delay (a) and Average Delay Per Affected Train (b) based on
the Incident Duration for Peak Hour Service Timetable
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Figure 20 illustrates the delays of all affected trains in different terms by their incident
group. Figure 20a shows the average delay of all affected trains per incident for each incident
group. Figure 20b shows the average delay per affected trains per incident for each incident
group. These figures also show that the average delays increase exponentially with an increase in
the incident durations similar to the impact of the incidents on off-peak hour service.
All CHSR trains affected by the incidents were delayed by 126.71 minutes on average.
The average delay of affected CHSR trains per incident constituted 68.77 percent of the average
delay of all affected trains per incident. 3.73 CHSR trains were delayed by each incident on
average. It can be said that in the peak hour service schedule, approximately half of the CHSR
trains were affected by the incidents on average. Each CHSR train affected was delayed by an
average of 33.94 minutes per incident.
3 XpressWest trains were in the peak hour service schedule and 1.7 of those were
affected by the incidents on average. Similar to the CHSR trains, approximately half of the
XpressWest trains were affected by the incidents in the schedule and these trains were delayed
by an average of 57.53 minutes per incident. 31.23 percent of the average delay of all affected
trains per incident was by XpressWest trains. An affected XpressWest train was delayed by 33.84
minutes per incident. In the peak hour service schedule each train of both train types was
delayed approximately the same per incident on average.
5.2.2.1 Impact of Incidents caused by XpressWest train on CHSR trains in Peak Hour
Service
Delay summaries of 18 simulations in which XpressWest trains were the incident trains
in the peak hour service schedule were analyzed. The summary of the analysis is shown in Table
27.

Table 27: Summary of Impact of Incidents caused by XpressWest Trains on Peak Hour Service
Timetable
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The average incident duration of all the incidents in the 18 scenarios was 23.88 minutes.
An average of 5.11 trains were affected by the incidents caused XpressWest trains and these
were delayed by an average of 179.87 minutes by each incident. Each train was delayed by
35.20 minutes per incident on average. 3 CHSR trains were delayed by each incident caused by
XpressWest and these trains were delayed 115.80 minutes per incident on average. The average
delay by the affected CHSR trains contributed 64.37 percent to the average delay of all affected
trains per incident. Each CHSR train affected was delayed by 38.60 minutes by each incident
caused by XpressWest trains.

5.2.3 Impact of incidents caused by XpressWest on CHSR trains per Year
The total impact on CHSR trains due to the incidents caused by XpressWest for a year was
calculated by using the information presented in Table 7, 24, and 27. The summary of the
calculation is shown in the following Table 28.

Table 28: Impact of Incidents caused by XpressWest to CHSR train on Palmdale – Los Angeles
CHSR Network Section Model

For the Palmdale - Los Angeles CHSR network section, an XpressWest train may cause
a total of 5 incidents in a year and these incidents will affect 4.5 CHSR trains and will be delayed
by a total of 402.6 minutes or 6.71 hours on an average.
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5.3 Calculation of Access Charge
The information required to calculate access charges were obtained from the literature. Similar
to the process followed by CHSRA, 2020c, and CHSRA, 2020b reports, the study calculates the
amount of CHSR and XpressWest train-miles per year for the Palmdale - Los Angeles network
section. And this information was used to calculate the impact of an XpressWest train on the O&M
of the network section. For this network section, CHSR train-miles per year was 4,244,220 and
XpressWest was 1,747,620 train-miles. The calculations for the train-miles were shown in Table
7. Similar calculations were done for the Palmdale - Burbank corridor and the CHSR train-miles
for this corridor was 3,276,240 train-miles per year and XpressWest train-miles was 1,349,040
train-miles per year.

5.3.1 Cost Estimation for Track and Systems Services
The services for Track and Systems provided by the corridor operator include train operations,
dispatch and control costs, and maintenance of infrastructure costs. For each service, cost
elements that may be impacted by the addition of XpressWest trains were considered. The
breakdown of the cost estimation is discussed ahead. The maintenance of infrastructure for both
station services and, Track and Systems Services were discussed in section 5.3.3.
5.3.1.1 Train Operations Cost
Train Operations Cost refers to the costs that are directly associated with the operation of
the train sets. These include the cost of personnel, other/supplies, and energy for electric traction.
The personnel includes Train Operations Director, Road managers, and on-board personnel on
trainsets and protect trains. Protect trains are the train service that runs as back up in case of an
operation failure of any train sets. They are run to ensure punctual and smooth operations. Train
Operations Director is the head of the Train Operations division of CHSRA and there will be one
Train Operations Director for the network. Road managers oversee the on-board employees and
ensure the operation quality of train services and emergency operation management. The O&M
model states that the number of road managers employed depends on the number of on-board
personnel and the complexity of train operations.
For calculating access charge for XpressWest, the cost for train operations director and
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road managers were considered. The study assumed that the addition of XpressWest trains would
increase the complexity of the train operations and therefore would increase the number of road
managers employed and the workload of the train operations director. On-board personnel and
energy consumption for trainsets and protect trains were not considered as these would not be
impacted by the addition of XpressWest trains to the network. The cost breakdown and estimation
for the personnel and other costs considered are shown in Tables 29 and 30. The total cost for train
operation is shown in Table 31. The average cost of train operations per trainset-mile considered
for access charge calculation for the CHSR network during Phase 1 was $0.55.

Table 29: Train Operations Personnel Cost

Table 30: Equipment and other costs required for Train Operations Personnel
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Table 31: Total Cost of Train Operations

The trainsets of XpressWest will require energy for electric traction and will use the
overhead head catenary system of CHSRA. XpressWest will have to pay the additional energy
costs incurred to CHSRA. The OM report estimates that an average traction energy consumption
of an Electric Multiple Unit high-speed trains is 37 kWh per trainset mile. This study assumes the
same traction energy consumption for the trainset of XpressWest trains to calculate the cost of
traction energy. The cost estimation is shown in Table 32

Table 32: Energy Cost for Electric Traction

The estimated cost for electric traction energy for a high-speed train was $6.08 per
trainset-mile.
5.3.1.2 Dispatch and Control Costs
Dispatch and Control Costs refers to the costs associated directly with the Planning
Department of CHSRA. The tasks of the Planning Department include the construction of
timetables, directing, and controlling train operations.

The cost elements associated with

Dispatch and Control Costs are personnel and supply/other costs.
In the access charge calculation for XpressWest, all the cost elements of Dispatch and
Control costs were considered. The addition of XpressWest trains to the CHSR network would
increase the workload of the Planning Department as they would also have to consider
XpressWest trains in addition to the CHSR trains for constructing timetables, directing and
controlling train operations. The cost breakdown and estimation for the involved personnel and
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other costs are shown in Tables 33 and 34 respectively. The total cost for the dispatching and
control is shown in Table 35.

The average cost of dispatch and control per trainset-mile

considered for access charge calculation for the CHSR network during Phase 1 was $0.31.

Table 33: Dispatch and Control Personnel Costs

Table 34: Equipment and other costs required for Dispatch and Control Personnel
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Table 35: Total Cost of Dispatch and Control Operations

5.3.2 Cost Estimation for Station Services
The Station services provided by the station operator include station operation, station cleaning,
police, and security positions at the stations. For each service, cost elements that may be impacted
by the addition of XpressWest trains were considered. The breakdown of the cost estimation is
discussed ahead.
5.3.2.1 Station Operation Costs
Station Operation costs refer to costs associated directly with the operation of passenger
stations. The operations of the station include station cleaning and passenger services. The cost
elements associated with the Station Operations are station personnel, energy, water and sewer,
security, equipment, and other costs.
The O&M report states that stations have two types of station elements, Trackside Station
Elements and Landside Station Elements. Trackside station elements are considered as part of
Track and Systems while landside station elements are considered as part of operational spaces
of stations. Trackside station elements are the minimum elements built in a station such that the
station can be operated without any staff. Landside station elements include operational spaces
and utility areas for staff and passengers. Each station in the network was grouped into the
elements it includes. Group I stations are the end of line stations which includes the Los Angeles
station and have both trackside and landside elements. Group II stations have landside elements
and Group III stations have trackside elements. The Palmdale and Burbank stations include both
trackside elements and landside elements. Based on this Palmdale and Burbank stations are
considered as both Group II and Group III. The staffing at stations is based on the groups. Group
I stations have the highest staffing while Group II stations higher staffing than Group III stations.
The responsibilities of the staff at stations are to provide information and assist people as required.
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The O&M model states that the CHSRA will hire subcontractors for station maintenance
and cleaning. The O&M model estimates the rates for subcontracting services based on the data
from the International Facility Management Association. These services are charged per unit area
and per track mile depending on the individual service. The O&M model provides the information
of the trackside area and the landside area at the stations.
The passengers traveled by XpressWest trains will be using the landside station elements
while the trains themselves will use the trackside elements of the station. This will incur additional
costs for the CHSRA for the station operations. At Palmdale and Los Angeles station both trackside
and landside elements were considered for access charge calculation. While at Burbank station
only trackside elements were considered. The access charge calculation includes all the cost
elements for the considered station elements. For the station personnel cost calculation, staffing
for Palmdale stations was considered as Group II staffing because of its higher staffing level than
Group III. And Burbank was not considered in the cost calculation. Only the security personnel
was considered for Burbank station as the report considers security as a trackside element. Los
Angeles station was considered as a CHSRA station and was included in all calculations. The
cost breakdown for station personnel and security are shown in Tables 36 and 37 respectively.

Table 36: Station Personnel Cost
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Table 37: Security Personnel Cost

The O&M report provides the average consumption of energy, water, and sewer per
unit area for a year for a station. Using this information and the areas of the respective stations
considered, consumption for energy, water, and sewer for the stations were calculated. Table 38
shows the estimation of total energy cost for the stations and Table 39 shows the breakdown of
water and sewer cost estimation.

Table 38: Station Energy Cost
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Table 39: Water and Sewer Cost

The supply/other costs required for the station personnel and security personnel were
calculated based on the personnel specific needs provided in the O& M report. Table 40 shows
the total cost estimation for the other costs. For the subcontractor services janitorial, roads and
landscaping, station areas of both Palmdale and Los Angeles stations were considered. For the
general maintenance service, in addition to the two stations, Burbank station’s trackside area is
also considered the cost breakdown of the subcontractor services are shown in Table 41.

Table 40: Equipment and Other Cost of Station and Security Personnel
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Table 41: Cost of Subcontractor Services, Station Operations

Combining all the costs discussed above total cost for the station operations for the
access charge calculation was estimated. XpressWest will have to pay the additional costs
incurred to the CHSRA and the total cost of station operations should be shared by the CHSR
and XpressWest in proportion to their station’s usage.

Ridership at the stations from the

operators is a way to estimate the station usage of the train operator. Since information on the
ridership is not available, it was assumed that the train traffic is in proportion with the ridership of
the trains within the corridor considered. This assumption was made based on the SPM report
which states that the baseline timetable was developed based on the ridership forecasts for the
train types.

Therefore, similar to the costs of other service elements, the cost of station

operations was also estimated in terms of cost per train-mile. The total cost estimation is shown
in Table 42. The total average cost for station operation per train-mile per year is $4.29.

Table 42: Total Cost of Station Personnel

5.3.3 Maintenance of Infrastructure Costs
Maintenance of Infrastructure Costs refers to the costs associated directly with the maintenance
of the tracks, systems, structures, and facilities of CHSRA. The cost elements associated with the
Maintenance of Infrastructure are personnel, materials, tools, equipment/other, and subcontract
services.
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The personnel of maintenance of infrastructure are divided into three units. The three
units and the responsibilities of the personnel in each unit are:
1. Track and Systems - The responsibilities of the personnel in this unit include maintenance of
track, signal and communications, overhead catenary system, and electric traction.
2. Structures - The responsibilities of the personnel in this unit include maintenance of civil
structures such as tunnels, bridges, drainage systems, culverts, etc.
3. Facilities - The responsibilities of the personnel in this unit include maintenance of stations,
facilities for train maintenance, and maintenance of way.
The addition of XpressWest train to the CHSR network would increase the maintenance
activities of CHSRA. The additional traffic would produce more wear and tear on tracks, overhead
catenary systems, and electric traction. The increased traffic would also contribute to higher
maintenance of the bridge, tunnels, etc, and the facilities for the maintenance of way. The
additional passengers from XpressWest would increase the maintenance of station areas for the
Palmdale and Los Angeles stations. The study does not the consider cost of maintenance of
Burbank station and train maintenance facilities. The cost of maintenance personnel for all the
units considered is shown in Table 43.
The O&M model considers the cost for materials required for maintenance as 15 percent
of the total maintenance personnel cost. An additional 5 percent of the total personal cost was
assumed for tools required for maintenance The maintenance vehicles included vehicles required
for the travel of maintenance personnel on road and rail. The details of all the vehicles and their
cost were included in the O&M model report and this study takes the cost of maintenance vehicles
from the report. These costs and the supply costs are shown in Table 44 and Table 45. The total
average cost for maintenance of infrastructure was $2.19 per train-mile for a year is shown in Table
46.
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Table 43: Maintenance of Infrastructure Personnel Cost
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Table 44: Cost of Materials, Tools, and Vehicles required for Maintenance of Infrastructure

Table 45: Equipment and Other Cost required for Maintenance of Infrastructure Personnel

Table 46: Total Cost of Maintenance of Infrastructure

The subcontract services included in the maintenance of infrastructure for tracks were
rail grinding and weed spraying. The costs for these services are charged per track mile and were
calculated for the Palmdale - Burbank corridor. The cost breakdown for these services is shown in
Table 47.
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Table 47: Cost of Subcontractor services, Maintenance of Infrastructure

5.3.4 Operations and Maintenance Access Charge Cost for XpressWest
In the previous section, all the charges that would be affected by the addition of XpressWest trains
to the CHSR network were considered and the costs for the charges were estimated per train-mile.
These charges were summarized and a total access charge per train-mile was estimated. Based
on the train-miles calculated using the service timetable developed for the Palmdale - Los Angeles
network section in the study, the total access charge cost for the Palmdale - Burbank blended
service corridor was calculated. The summary and the cost calculation are presented in Table 48.
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Table 48: Access Charge for Operation and Maintenance of the Palmdale - Burbank Blended
Service Corridor

The Operations and Maintenance cost part of the access charge for XpressWest to
utilize the Palmdale - Burbank CHSR blended service corridor was estimated as $14.61 per
train-mile. The total cost of O&M access charge cost that XpressWest will have to pay for CHSRA
is $19,709,474 per year. For the Burbank - Los Angeles corridor, XpressWest will pay an access
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Table 49: Access Charge Cost for the Palmdale - Los Angeles blended service corridor
charge of $9.43 per train-mile to Metrolink similar to CHSRA. The access charge cost incurred for
XpressWest for this corridor is $3,758,609 per year. The total access charge cost for XpressWest
to operate in the Palmdale - Los Angeles section is $23,468,083 per year. The calculations are
shown in Table 49
This charge does not include the capital recovery cost of the CHSRA properties that
XpressWest uses.

5.4 Comparison of Access Charge Prices

Table 50: Comparison of Access Charge Prices.

The calculated access charge price per train-mile for operation and maintenance costs of CHSR
were compared with access charge prices for HSR systems of Germany, France, Spain, and
Italy. Italy prices being the exception, all HSR charges compared were higher than the calculated
access charge prices for the CHSR segment. This can be due to two main factors, traffic density
and lifecycle, and capital costs. For all the European HSR pricing systems, the prices for the
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HSR market segments were considered which have high traffic density, which leads to higher
maintenance and a, therefore, higher price for access charges. From the literate performed in this
study for the European access charge ricing systems, all systems have considered lifecycle and
capital costs in different manners. The lifecycle and capital costs constitute a significant chunk of
the access charge prices. For example, in German access charge pricing full mark-up costs were
considered for capital cost recovery and this price was 91 percent of the total minimum access
charge package while the direct cost of train operations only constituted 9 percent. Therefore it is
crucial to consider lifecycle and capital costs in the access charges for CHSR shared corridor and
should be an extension of this study.
Sapkota, 2018 estimates access charge prices for the CHSR system from San Francisco
to Los Angeles. Access charge was calculated in terms of congestion cost, maintenance cost, and
cost of installing sidetracks. Congestion cost was calculated for different scenarios of XpressWest
operations running from San Francisco to Los Angeles. The mode of operations considered in
the Sapkota, 2018 and this study is different and the congestion costs can’t be compared. The
maintenance cost in Sapkota, 2018 was estimated based on the regression analysis performed
on the previous railway data. The data consisted of conventional rail and HSR lines from various
countries, and the regression was performed for maintenance cost against the operational speed
of the rail lines considered. The access charge cost for the baseline capacity in Sapkota, 2018 was
equal to the maintenance cost and was estimated at $20,798,000 per year or $6.30 per train-mile
for San Francisco to Los Angeles CHSR section. This study estimates that the maintenance cost
for Palmdale - Burbank section is $3,224,206 per year or $2.39 per train-mile. The relatively high
value of the cost calculated in Sapkota, 2018 compared to the cost in this study (Table 51) can
be due to that this study considers the cost data from CHSR O&M while Sapkota, 2018 considers
cost data from various countries including European countries where the rail traffic is high and
therefore the maintenance costs.
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Table 51: Comparison of Maintenance Cost with Sapkota, 2018 and this study.

5.5 Development of Incident Cost
5.4.1 Cost of Train Operations
The cost of operating a CHSR trainset for CHSRA is estimated from the 2020 CHSR O&M report.
The cost elements that include in the train operations are on-board personnel, energy, and
other/supply costs for personnel. The train operations cost estimation is similar to the cost
estimation of train operations in section 5.3.1.1. The cost elements included in section 5.3.1.1 are
only those that are affected by an XpressWest train and do not include the cost of CHSR trainset
operations. The cost elements in this section only deal with the cost of a trainset operation for
CHSRA.
The cost breakdown of the on-board personnel is shown in Table 54. For converting wage
per year to wage per minute for the personnel, the O&M report assumption for the personnel work
hours per year, 1,794 hours was used. The other/supply costs related to the on-board personnel
are shown in the Table. 53.
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Table 52: CHSR Trainset Personnel Cost

Table 53: Equipment and Other Cost for CHSR Trainset Personnel

When a train is delayed due to an incident and is stopped, it requires energy to operate
various on-board services and equipment such as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. These
are referred to as auxiliary services and the energy required for these services can be referred to
as idle trainset energy consumption. Although the O&M report considers the cost of auxiliary
energy consumption it does not provide any information on the process of the cost estimation.
The literature on the energy consumption of auxiliary systems in a high-speed train is very limited.
The work of (Watson, 2012) is the most relevant to the purpose of the study. Watson, 2012
develops a computational model and estimates the energy consumption of a high-speed train
through simulations. Simulations were done in Watson, 2012 for a high-speed train with a top
speed of 205 mph for an HSR line in the UK that spans 109 miles. Their simulation results showed
that the energy consumption by the auxiliary services for the high-speed train considered was 5.4
kWh per train-minute on an average. The train characteristics considered in Watson, 2012 are
similar to the trains CHSRA considers in their SPM report. Therefore, the energy consumption for
the auxiliary services for this study was assumed to be an average of 5.4 kWh per train minute. The
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cost per kWh assumed in the CHSR O&M report and in this study was $0.1312. This translates
to a cost of $0.71 per train-minute for the auxiliary services and can be considered the cost of idle
train operation. The total cost of a trainset operation per train-minute was $18.1.

5.4.2 Cost of Train Depreciation
For estimating the train depreciation cost, the required information was taken from the CHSR
2020 50-Year Life-cycle Capital Cost model document. The purchase cost of a single trainset
was $54,366,325. The report states that as part of the rehabilitation process, each trainset will
be overhauled after 15 years of purchase. The cost of overhauling a train is 75 percent of the
purchase cost. Each trainset will be replaced after 30 years. Using this information and assuming
a discount rate of 7 percent per year, train depreciation cost was estimated by finding the capital
recovery.
The train depreciation cost is calculated as the cost per year. A trainset that is idle during
non-revenue service was not valued because it does not produce any revenue. The cost per
year was converted to cost per minute by estimating the time the train is in operation in a year.
It was assumed that the train is in operation during the complete time of the revenue hours of
the CHSR service timetable. SPM report states that the revenue service hours in a day for the
service timetable was 18 hours a day and that the service will be running year-round without any
holidays. Therefore, the number of hours a train is in operation in a year is 6,570 hours. Using this
information, train depreciation cost per train-minute is calculated. The calculations are shown in
Table 54

Table 54: Train Depreciation Cost
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5.4.3 Calculation of Incident Cost for XpressWest
By adding both train operation cost and train depreciation cost, the total train delay cost for CHSR
trains was calculated. This is the additional cost that will incur to the CHSR train per train-minute of
delay. This cost will be compensated by the XpressWest and is the incident cost for XpressWest.
The incident cost per train-minute is $32.24 and the cost breakdown is shown in Table 55

Table 55: Incident Cost for XpressWest Trains Per Train-minute Delay of CHSR Train
The incident cost for XpressWest per year is calculated based on the number of incidents
that XpressWest may cause in the Palmdale - Los Angeles CHSR network section and the impact
it creates on the CHSR trains in a year. The total average delay of train-minutes for CHSR trains
due to incidents caused by XpressWest was calculated in section 5.2.3 based on the simulation
data. On average, 4.5 CHSR trains were delayed due to incidents caused by XpressWest and were
delayed an average of a total of 402.6 train-minutes or 6.71 train-hours. Using this information and
the incident cost per train-minute the total incident cost for XpressWest is estimated at $12,980
per year.
The cost of $12,980 per year can be considered very minute for a rail operator. This
study developed the amount of delay for the CHSR trains caused by XpressWest based on the
simulation data. The simulation model was developed using the train, track, timetable, and
operational characteristics from the CHSR business plan reports. Therefore it can be said that if
the XpressWest trains are introduced to the Palmdale - Los Angeles CHSR network section for
the service schedule characteristics that were used in the study from the SPM reports, the
incident cost for XpressWest is very minute and can be not considered. If when the schedule
characteristics such as the average headway between successive CHSR trains change, the total
delay caused could be increased and therefore the incident cost.
Two additional components can be considered for the incident cost. Delay caused to a
train will delay passengers traveling in it. CHSR might have to compensate the passengers for the
caused delay and loss of the passenger’s time. If the delay is caused by the XpressWest trains
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then XpressWest will have to bear the expenses of the CHSRA. The other component is that in
a network with only CHSR trains, the average interval between successive trains is less and the
delay caused by an incident on the network would be less. When XpressWest trains are included
in the network, an incident caused by a CHSR train would cause more delay to other CHSR trains
as compared to when there with no XpressWest trains. The extra delay to the CHSR trains due to
an incident caused by a CHSR train just by including the XpressWest trains can be estimated and
included in the incident cost for XpressWest.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
The study developed a VISSIM simulation model for a Palmdale - Los Angeles shared HSR rail
system corridor that operates CHSR and XpressWest. Train operations in the shared HSR corridor
were analyzed using the simulation model. The simulation model considered the characteristics
of the infrastructure of the shared system, planned operations of the CHSR and XpressWest,
HSR rolling stock, and signaling system characteristics. The developed model was calibrated to
replicate the expected travel times of the trains between the stations by the operators.
The Palmdale - Los Angeles shared corridor consists of three stations Palmdale,
Burbank, and Los Angeles.

CHSR train and XpressWest trains have different maximum

attainable speeds. The maximum operational speed for the Palmdale - Burbank section for CHSR
trains is 220 mph and for XpressWest is 180 mph while for the Burbank - Los Angeles section,
the maximum operational speed for both trains is 95 mph. The corridor consisted of a single track
between the stations in each direction.

HSR rolling stock characteristics such as speed,

acceleration, and deceleration profiles were obtained from the operators when available and from
the literature. The signaling system used in the model was a fixed block signaling system.
Allowable minimum headway between successive trains were determined using the
simulation model. Utilizing the CHSR draft timetable for the CHSR network, headways between
successive CHSR trains were estimated and used to develop timetables for the simulation model.
Information related to the expected XpressWest headways in the shared system were obtained
from the literature. Based on the allowable minimum headway, the estimated headways of the
CHSR train from the draft timetable, and the expected XpressWest headways, the study
developed timetables and analyzed train operations for peak hour and off-peak hour services.
A framework to simulate incidents in the simulation model was developed. VISSIM does
not have an in-built function to simulate incidents.

Using the Component Object Module of

VISSIM and Python programming language, a program to simulate incidents during a VISSIM
simulation was developed. Train operations when an incident was simulated in the model such as
the train priorities at stations and overtaking of the trains were programmed using VisVAP, a
signal programming software provided by VISSIM.
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Incident data of an HSR system was obtained and the frequency of incidents depending
on the amount of train traffic and the incident durations were analyzed. Based on the analysis,
several incidents were simulated for the peak hour and off-peak hour service. The impact of
incidents on the network model was estimated by analyzing the incident simulations in terms of
schedule delays, station delays, and running time delays of the trains. Utilizing the estimated
delays, the impact of incidents caused by XpressWest trains to the CHSR train was determined.
A framework for calculating access charges for the CHSR shared corridor was
developed.

Various cost elements involved in the operation and maintenance of the CHSR

corridor were analyzed. Cost elements that will be affected by the addition of XpressWest trains
were considered.

Train operations costs, dispatch and control operations costs, Track and

Systems, and station operations and maintenance costs were studied in detail, and cost per
train-mile was determined for all the cost elements. Incident costs due to the incidents caused by
the XpressWest trains to the CHSR train was calculated.
This study determined that for the Palmdale - Burbank shared CHSR corridor, the access
charge of operation and maintenance costs is 14.61 $/train-mile. The amount of access charge
that XpressWest has to pay for the Palmdale - Burbank section is $19,709,474 per year. The total
cost XpressWest has to pay for Palmdale - Los Angeles shared corridor is $23,468,083 per year.
The calculated access charge prices for the Palmdale - Burbank corridor were compared
with prices of various European countries’ access charge systems. The comparison showed that
the calculated price was significantly less and that it is crucial to consider the lifecycle and capital
costs of the CHSR infrastructure in the access charge pricing. This study recommends that the
calculation of lifecycle and capital costs should be the future extension of the study.

6.2 Contributions
The key contributions of this research include the development of frameworks for:
1. Analysis of HSR operations using VISSIM
Rail operations are usually simulated and analyzed by the rail operators using simulation
software that are specifically made for modeling rail infrastructure and operations. These
software provide great in-depth details of the rail operations and can be expensive and hard
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to obtain for academic purposes.

VISSIM is a microscopic traffic simulation software

developed mainly to analyze road traffic and light rail operations.

VISSIM is used

extensively in the academic community and can be obtained fairly easier and cheaper. By
using VISSIM’s inbuilt features, this study provides a framework to model HSR
infrastructure, HSR rolling stock characteristics, and signaling system in VISSIM. The
model can be used to analyze the HSR operations which can provide principal details of the
HSR operations such as timetables containing arrival and departure of the trains and
space-time plots of all the trains.
While VISSIM provides the feature to create a fixed block signaling system, the system
cannot differentiate between different types of trains and can only be used for low-speed
train operations and simpler operations not involving incidents. Using the system caused
the erratic acceleration and deceleration of the high-speed trains. For smooth and efficient
operations of high-speed trains and complex operations involving trains with different
speeds and different train priorities the study developed a signaling program for HSR
operations using vehicle actuated signal programming software, VisVAP provided as an
add-on to VISSIM.
VISSIM does not have the in-built feature to create incidents during the simulation. Using
Component Object Module (COM) and Python programming language a program to create
incidents during a VISSIM simulation.
The programs developed in this study can be used for future research purposes involving
HSR operations in VISSIM.
2. Analyzing incidents and impact of incidents
To estimate the impact of incidents on an HSR network, several incidents need to be
simulated and analyzed. Several incident durations are needed for this purpose. Available
incident data on HSR sections are limited and not sufficient for creating several incidents.
By analyzing available incident data of an HSR section, this study develops a framework for
creating numerous incident durations that resemble the original data.
The study developed a framework to estimate the effect of an incident on a network in terms
of schedule delays, station delays, and running time delays. These delays provide different
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details and can be used by the operators to plan operations when an incident occurs.
3. Calculation of Access charge for CHSR system
The literature review performed in the study showed that various HSR systems have
different access charge systems specifically tailored based on the system’s operation
structure and to recover the operations and maintenance cost of additional traffic by
operator accessing the HSR systems. CHSR is an HSR system that is under construction.
By utilizing the technical reports of the CHSRA that estimates the CHSR’s operation and
maintenance costs, the study developed a framework to calculate access charge for the
CHSR network. The cost elements that could be affected by the addition of traffic in the
network were identified in the research. These can provide insights into the cost elements
involved in access charges for CHSR and operators accessing the network. When CHSR
starts operating and actual operation and maintenance cost data is available, CHSR can
adopt the framework to calculate access charges for its network

6.3 Recommendation for Future Research
The research presented in the study can be further improved by:
1. Model grades and curves in the simulation: The simulation model developed in the study
does not model the impact of grades and curves on train performance. Although curves in
the HSR network are designed for high-speed train operations the train will be required to
travel at lower speeds at some curves for safer operations. These cause the trains to travel
at different speeds in different parts of the tracks. By modeling these details in the simulation
model, more in-depth information on train behavior between stations can be obtained.
2. Running the simulations with various headways between trains and analyzing the
impact of incidents and delay propagation in the network: This study estimates the
impact of incidents for the fixed timetable developed for peak and off-peak hours. Several
simulations can be run with trains at variable headways and analyzing the impact of a set of
incidents on the network. This can provide a realistic view of the relationship between
headways and incidents on the network and can be used to develop a timetable that has a
minimum impact of an incident.
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3. Effect of speed on maintenance costs: The study does not consider the effect of train
speed on the maintenance costs. Different train speeds cause different static and dynamic
loading of the tracks and can impact the deterioration of the track differently. The literature on
the effect of speed on the deterioration of the track was very limited. Further research can be
done to find the effect of speed on track deterioration and can be included in the maintenance
cost calculation of tracks in shared HSR systems with trains operating at different speeds.
4. Calculation of lifecycle, capital costs, and passenger delay costs: Capital costs are the
investment of the infrastructure manager to build the infrastructure. The infrastructure of a
rail system deteriorates over time and with an increase in usage and requires rehabilitation
and replacement. The costs for rehabilitation and replacement are called Lifecycle costs.
The IM can include charges to recover capital costs and lifecycle costs of the infrastructure.
These costs can be included in future studies on the access charge. When passengers are
delayed due to an incident, the rail operator may be required to compensate the passengers
for the loss of their time. These costs can be included in the incident cost calculation.
5. Brightline West Routes: This study considers the HSR operations of XpressWest before it
was acquired by Brightline West. The first route of Brightline West is similar to the initially
planned operations of the XpressWest which connects to Los Angeles from Victorville via
Palmdale. This study addresses the analysis of HSR operations and determination of access
charges for the first route. Brightline West may change the initially planned operations of
XpressWest. By following the methodology developed in this study, access charges for the
new operations can be determined.
The second route of Brightline West is to travel to Los Angeles from Victorville via Rancho
Cucamonga. It’ll build a new HSR line from Victorville station to Metrolink station in Rancho
Cucamonga. When this line is built, Brightline West traffic could be split between the first
route (via Palmdale) and the second route. This could cause a decrease in the traffic of
XpressWest in the Palmdale to Los Angeles shared CHSR corridor. The access charge that
XpressWest has to pay for CHSRA could be decreased.
When the new HSR line in the second route is built, Brightline West could be sharing tracks
with Metrolink and other rail operators (Scauzillo, 2020, SBCTA, 2020). The section from
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Victorville to Los Angeles could become a shared HSR system where Metrolink and other rail
operators will be accessing Brightline West’s infrastructure system. Metrolink and other rail
operators will have to pay an access charge to Brightline West. Brightline West trains reach
a maximum speed of 200 mph while Metrolink trains are not high-speed trains and reach
only a maximum speed of 110 mph. As in the case of the Burbank to Los Angeles shared
CHSR section, Brightline West will have to travel at reduced speeds. For this Brightline West
shared corridor from Victorville to Los Angeles, the access charge can be determined using
the framework developed in this study. Brightline West can develop a simulation model
of this shared corridor and use the methodology developed in this study to analyze the
HSR operations. For the determination of access charges, Brightline West can analyze
its operations and maintenance costs in terms of train operations costs, dispatch and control
costs, maintenance of infrastructure and, stations’ costs as proposed in this study.
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